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ABSTRACT

Techniques of ion photofragment spectroscopy have been used to

investigate the structure and dissociations of molecular ions. For this

research) a unique laser-ion coaxial beams spectrometer was constructed,

allowing substantially improved sensitivity and resolution. The rare

gas diner ions were studied in detail, resulting in the determination

of potential curves, absorption and photodissociation cross sections,

and photofragment angular distributions for these ions. Effects from

spin-orbit coupling were found to be very important. The predissociation

of the positive and negative ozone ions were investigated to obtain

structural information about these ions. Very high resolution spectroscopy

of the quartet states of the positive oxygen ion allowed a substantial

• - improvement in these potential curves, as well as an improved determination

of the bond dissociation energy of neutral oxygen. Photofragment spec—

troscopy of the positive ion of Cli led to the observation of two predis-

sociations, one in the singlet and one in the triplet system. Similar

measurements on the positive ion of methyl iodide led to the resolution

of rotational and fine structure levels in the previously observed

predissociation of this ion.~~~N
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I INTRODUCTION

In May 1976 , we began a research program for the U. S. Air Force

Office of Scientific Research, Contract No. F44620-76-C-0095, designed

to use newly developed techniques of ion photofragment spectroscopy to

study the potential surfaces of molecular ions. At the time this research

was started , existing techniques1’2 of ion photofragment spectroscopy

had an energy resolution of about 10 meV , and had been applied only to
+ 3-7 8-10II2~ 

Through work under this contract , related contracts at SRI,

and our collaborative work - 
with researchers in the Laboratoire des

Collisions loniques in Orsay , France , the techniques have been significantly

extended, and a substantial number of important ions have been studied .

Now rotational
8 
and fine structure7 levels can be resolved with a precision

-1 9of 0.003 cm , predissociation lifetimes measured , molecular bond energies

determined5”0 to within a few wavenumbers , and unique measurements made

of photofragment angular distributions. Under this contract , studies

have been made on 0 quartet states , the rare gas dimer ions, positive

and negative ozone ions, CH3I4., and CH+. These ions are important in

various Air Force application areas , including the atmosphere , laser

development , and combustion.

In this final report, the results of each research effort supported

will be briefly reviewed. The detailed results are included as appendices,

which are reprints or preprints of journal articles describing the research.
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II RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS

A. Laser-Ion Coaxial Beams Spectrometer

The maj or advances in ion photofragment epectroscopy were made
possible by the new coaxial beams spectrometer constructed at SRI with
the joint support of this contract , the Nationa l Science Foundation ,
the U. S. Army Research Office, and SRI International through its
Independent Research and Development Program. This apparatus was

constructed to allow laser excitation of ion beams in both coaxial and
crossed configurations, and to 3bserve the photofragments produced as a

function of their kinetic energy , angle with respect to the laser
polarization, and the wavelength of the excitation. In addition to

having capabilities not present in the original photofragment spectrom eters , 1’2

the SRI apparatus combines substantially increased resolution with a
similar increase in sensitivity.

A detailed description of the apparatus and its capabilities is
given in Appendix A , a reprint of an article published in the Review of
Scientific Instruments. The application of the facility to research

sponsored by this contract is described in the remainder of this report .

B. Photoframeent Spectroscppy and Potential Curves of £4 and 2(4

The rare gases are often used in electron beam and high energy
discharge situations , since they can efficiently transfer the electron
kinetic energy into electronic excitation . The recently developed rare
gas excimer lasers , the oxygen atom laser , and rare gas-halogen lasers
all depend on this property of the rare gases. However , under the
operating conditions of these lasers , significant quantities of the rare

2
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gas diner ions, such as £4 and x4, are formed , and it has been suggested~
4

that these ions may be responsible for the gain-inhibiting visible and uv

absorption observed in these lasers. Thus, it is important in this

application to know precisely the absolute magnitude and the wavelength

dependence of the photodissociation cross sections of the rare gas dimer

ions.

Photofragment kinetic energy spectra were measured at wavelengths

extending from 4579 to 7993 A for both £4 and K4. From these measure-
ments and theoretical calculations, accurate potential curves were

determined for the ground l(½)u state and the repulsive lQ~)g and 2(%)g

states for both ions. For £4, the 1(~)g state was determined as well,

and from difference potentials obtained in differential scattering work ,

the l(3)u and 2(¾)u potential curves were obtained. These potential

curves were then used to calculate the photodissociation (absorption )

cross section from 2000 to 10 ,000 1 for ions in the ground vibrational

level. For both ions, the effect of spin-orbit coupling was important

in determining the magnitude and wavelength dependence of the cross

section and the angular distribution of the photofragments.

A reprint of a journal article describing in detail the £4 work

is given in Appendix B. A similar article on 2(4 is given in Appendix C.

C. Photodissociatign Cross Sections of ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The absorptions in the rare gas dimer ions occur in two bands, as

described in Appendices B and C . Previously, under other support , we

had measured15’~
6 the absolute photodissociation cross sections for

• the bands centered around 7000 1, using the drift  t~.be mass spectrometer

apparatus. These results were used in the potential curve determinations

discussed above . However , no absolute cross section measurements were

available for the uv bands, centered around 3000 1, and thus the absolute

5 
3
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values of the absorption cross sections for this band were dependent on

the theoretical calculations. Further, measurements of these cross

sections provide an excellent test for the accuracy of the potential

curves.

To provide this information on the uv bands, we measured the

photodissociation cross sections for N4, £4, K4, and ic4 over the
wavelength range from 3500 to 5400 A, and compared the results with

cross sections calculated using the best available potential curves.

The results are given in Appendix D, a preprint of an article accepted

for publication in Pb.vsical Review A. As a result of this work and the

work described above, the potential curves, transition moments, and

absorptions of all of the rare gas diner ions are now very well

characterized.

D. Photodissociation and Photofraament Soectrpscooy of 03

The photodissociation cross section of 0; was measured over the

wavelength range from 5000 to 6400 A, using the drift tube mass spectrometer

apparatus . This ion is an important intermediate in the D-region ion

chemistry, and also represents a relatively simple system for which

detailed calculations of its electron structure are becoming feasible.

We observed a structured predissociation that provides new information

about the structure of the ion. A detailed description of this work is

found in Appendix E, a reprint of an article published in the Journal

of Chemical Physics.

The coaxial beams spectrometer was used to measure the kinetic

energy distribution of 0 photofragments from 0; at seven wavelengths

• between 4762 and 5905 1. The angular distribution of the photofragments
clearly demonstrates that the transition is parallel, thus identifying

• 
the predissociated state as the 

2
k
2
. However, in the dissociation most

4
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of the available energy goes into rotation and vibration of the 0
2

photofragment, with very little into kinetic energy. This leads,

unfortunately, to poorly resolved kinetic energy spectra. Improvements

are being made in the ion source design and the laser cavity configuration

so that during a continuation of this work, better resolved spectra can

be obtained and additional wavelengths can be studied.

3 —E. The Dissociation Enerav of 0
2
(X 

~y
By measuring the kinetic energy of dissociation of the N’ — 9 level

of the O(b
4
t
;~ 
v4) state with respect to the O

+
(
4
S
0
) + 0(3P

2
) dissociation

limit, we were able to close a spectroscopic cycle including the ground

state of 0
2• This allowed the determination of the dissociation energy

of 0
2
(X) with greater precision than the value based entirely on the

• optical spectroscopy of oxygen. The method by which this was done is

discused in Appendix F. Subsequent, more accurate measurenients1° of the

0 photofragment energy allowed a further reduction in this uncertainty

by a factor of 3, as well as a similarly precise determination of the
+ 4  + 4 -

bond energies of the 0
2
(a U ) and 0

2
(b t) states.

F. Hizh Resolution Snectroscopy of 0 (.k
4E, v’—3,4,5’-a

4fl ,v”—3,4,5)

The laser-ion coaxial beams photofragment spectrometer has been

used with a tunable single-mode laser to measure transition energies in
• - the First Negative system of 0; the accuracy of these measurements is

an order of magnitude higher than was previously possible in conventional

high resolution Dopp ler-limited emission spectroscopy . The technique

• -~~ 
depends on observation of photofragment 0~ ions from predissociation of

the upper k
4
~~ state and thus allows study of higher vibrational levels

*
~~

e55
~
W e to normal emnisston spectroscopy. A multiply connected set

of measurements , involving 400 transitions, was made in the (4,4) and
(4,5) band s of the 0~(k

4
t~ - 4.~I I )  system for n ’ — 9-23 in the k state

5
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to a precision and accuracy of about 0.0035 cm 1
. In addition, 5 lines

in the (3 ,3) band , N’ — 31 and 33, and 48 lines in the 6,5) band,

N ’ — 5 - 17, were studied. Improved molecular constants for the k
state were derived, as well as improved Dunham coefficients. The

• existing liamiltonians were shown to be inadequate to describe these

states within the precision of the present measurements .

A major article was prepared describing these results , which is

now in press in the Journal of Molecular Spectroscopy. The length of

this article precludes its reproduction as an appendix here. However,

an abstract of the article appears as Appendix C, and a preprint has

been submitted to APOSR.

C. Photofrazment Spectroscopy of CR4.

The radical ion CR
4. 

is well known to be a constituent in flames ,

and is a basic building block in interstellar molecular formation

processes. However, only limited epectroscopic information is available.

Kinetic energy distributions for C
4. 
photofragments were obtained over

the wavelength range from 3507 to 6471 1. In addition to the direct

dissociation X
1
E
4. 
-‘A

1
U, two sets of predissociations were discovered.

The first, leading to near-threshold C~, has been attributed to 
- -

predissociated levels of the A1TI and a3fl states. This result is

probably of substantial astrophysical importance, and thus an article

describing the work has been submitted to The Astronhysical Journal.

A preprint appears here as Appendix H.

The second predissociation, which yields photofragmnents in the range
3 3 —of 1 to 2 eV , is most likely due to the transition 
~ 

U b E , with the
• k state predissociated by the state. Although these data have not

yet been analyzed in detail, they should provide important new information

about the poorly characterized triplet system of this molecule.

6
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H. Photofragment Spectroscopy of 0~

Photofragment kinetic energy spectra of 0 have been obtained at

17 wavelengths between 4579 and 7525 1. Analysis of these data is on ly

preliminary, since we expect to obtain additional data with improved

resolution and at other wavelengths. However, the analysis already made

yields a number of interesting, although preliminary, conclusions.

Some of the results are illustrated in Fig. 1. From consideration

of all of the spectra, the peak labeled A is most likely due to a

transition originating in the (2,0,0) vibrational level of the ground

state of 0 , and B and D are due to transitions originating in the
(1,0,0) and (0,0,0) levels, respectively. From this assignment, the

bond energy D0
(O4.-02) — 0.65 eV, in agreement with photoionization

results. The vibrational spacings Av((l,0,O)-(2,0,O)J — 1450 cm and

— 1700 cm 1 
are also obtained. From the döpendence

-

• of the photofragment kinetic energy of each of these peaks as a function

of wavelength, it can be shown that the available energy is partitioned

into translation and rotation in approximately the ratio 3/1. Peaks C,
— lE, and F appear approximately 1600 cm below peaks A, B, and D, respectively,

- 
I 

and are very likely due to transitions that originate in the ground state

• levels represented by A, B, and D, but for which one quantum of vibration

is left in the 02 photofragmnent. It should be possible from data such

as these to determine energy partitioning into vibration as well as into

rotation and translation. We expect to continue research on this ion

under a renewal contract, and to prepare a journal article for publication

based on these results.
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Figure 1 Photofrsgmsnt kinetic energy spectra for 0 + ha’ O~ + 02 at three
different wavelengths. Peak designations are explained in the text.
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I. Photofra~~~nt Spectroscopy of CR
+

Photodissociation of CR
3
I has been briefly investigated at wave-

lengths from 6100 to 5750 A with both moderate (0.5 cm~~) and high
(0.002 cm 1) dye laser resolution. In this region the ion predissociates,

producing CH~ in seven complex vibrational bands with spacings on the
order of 150 cm ’. A moderate-resolution spectrum of these bands is

shown in Fig. 2. The kinetic energy of the photofragmnent CR is found

to vary regularly from band to band and among the rotational lines
within each band. High resolution velocity-tuned spectra of the

rotational lines reveal a rich fine structure with line spaces on the

order of 0.02 cm ’, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Current work on CH3
I has been impeded by the rather limited

velocity-tuning range of 0.1 cm , which is possible with this heavy

ion . Because this range is smaller than the mode spacing of the dye

laser , continuous high resolution spectra of the bands have not been

obtained . We will circumvent this problem in future work by using a

continuously tunable ring dye laser . We anticipate that this work will

yield the most detailed information to date on the electronic spectroscopy

of a symestric top molecule and will also permit critical testing of

current statistical treatments of energy partitioning in the dissociation

of polyato mic molecules.

~
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2. “Ion Photofragment Spectroscopy”, presented at the Division of

Electron and Atomic Physics Meeting, Knoxvill e, Tennessee,

6 December 1977.

3. “Photodissociation and Photofragment Spectroscopy of Molecular Ions,”

presented at the 1978 Conference on the Dynamics of Molecular

Collisions, Asilomar, California, 30 June 1978.

4. “Photofragment Spectroscopy of Molecular Ions Using Fast Ion Beams,”
• presented at the International Conference on Fast Ion Spectroscopy,

Lyon, France, 8 September 1978.

5. “Photon Interactions with Negative Ions on the Gas Phase,” presented

at the Division of Electron and Atomic Physics Meeting, Madison,

Wisconsin, 29 November 1978.

6. “Photodissociation and Photofragment Spectroscopy of Molecular Ions,”

presented at the International ConferaLce on Lasers ‘78, Orlando,
Florida, 12 December 1978.

7. “Ion Molecular Spectros:opy Using Fast Ion Beams”, presented at

the Western Spectroscopy Association Meeting, Asilomar, California,
• 25 January 1979 .

8 “Ion Photofragmnent Spectroscopy”, presented at the 27th Annual

Conference on Mass Spectromeery and Allied Topics , Seattle ,

• Washington , 7 June 1979 .

In addition to these invited talks , contributed papers on research supported
by this contract were presented at a number of relevant scientific meetings .
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V PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL ASSOCIATED WITH THIS RESEARCH

(1) Principal Investigator and Project Supervisor:

Dr. J. T . Moseley, Program Manager , Photocheinistry

(2) Project Leader: Dr. P. C. Cosby, Chemical Physicist

(3) Other SRI Professional Research Personnel:

Dr. ft. P. Saxon, Chemical Physicist

Dr. T . 14. Miller, Physicist

Dr. L. C. Lee , Physicist

Dr. G. P. Smith, Chemist

Dr. J. ft. Peterson, Associate Director, Molecular Physics

Laboratory

(4) Visiting Personnel:

Dr. B. Huber
• Dr. 1. Abouaf

Dr. 14. Tadjeddine

Dr. J. -B. Ozenne

Professor J. Durup

Dr. H. Helm

Contributions of the above-mentioned personnel are evidenced by

the publications on which they appear as co-authors .

Special mention should be made of the visiting scientists who have

participated in this research. Four of these visitors are from the

Laboratorie des Collisions Atomiques et Moleculaires of the Universit~
• de Paris-Sud in Orsay, France. Each has spent from one month to one

year in our laboratory, supported primarily from outside sources.

• Professor Durup and Dr. Tadjeddi ne were supported by the Univers it~
de Pari s, Dr. Abouaf by the Centre National de la Rechetche Scientifique
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(CNRS), and Dr. Ozenne by an NSF-CNRS Exchange Fellowship and SRI funds,
Thus, the accomplishments in the research area covered by the current
contract were substantially augmented. Further, these researchers were

particularly well suited to our program of ion photofragment spectroscopy,
inasmuch as Professor Durup, with the assistance of Dr. Ozenne, was one

of the originators of this technique, and continues to be the foremost

expert in its application. Dr. Tadjeddine presented a thesis to the

Universit’e de Paris in 1978 based primarily on research she performed
at SRI.

In addition to these researchers from France, Dr. Bernd Huber from

the Ruhruniversit~at in Bochum, West Germany, was a major p;rticipant

in the construction of the coaxial beams spectrometer and in the initial

research using this apparatus. Dr. Hanspeter Helm, from the Institut

fur Atomphysik in Innsbruck, Austria, joined the research group near the
end of the final contract year, and will remain at SRI for at least one

year. We now have eleven joint publications with contributions from one

• or more of these visitors, and four other such journal artic les have been
submitted for publication.
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APP~ IDIX A
Laser—Ion coaxial beams spectrometer

B. A. Huber,e 1. M. Miller, P. C. Coeby, H. 0. Zem.n,w P. L Leon, J. T. Moseley, and
— J. P. Peterson -

Mo4gcuia, P5~aáa C.isier. SRI lnin ’,,wWn.L Mn.io hik Ca4~b,,ia. 9402S
(R.csiv.d 7 Suns 1977: in final fc~m. 30 Suns 1917)

An apparatus has been constructed to provide laser excitation of ion beams in both coaxial
and crossed configurations. The coaxial geometry provides very high sensitivity and nearly
Doppler-free wavelength resolution for spectroscopic measurements, and allows the use of the
Doppler shift to “tune” the wavelength. A novel transverse quadrupole electric field
arrangement is used to deflect the ion beam into and out of the laser beam axis. The ion
beam is highly collimated and a high-resolution 180’ electrostatic analyzer is used for
photofragment energy analysis. The apparatus has demonstrated a resolution of better than 10
meV for normal photofragment spectroscopy and 0.001 meV for coaxial beams photofragment
spectroscopr3r using a single-mode laser. While providing these high resc,lutions the apparatus
has an overall sensitivity several orders of mngeitude greater than conventional ones.

I. INTRODUCTION tion system is used to merge the ion beam with the laser
axis in the coaxial case. The apparatus can operate withIn recent years, several research efforts have ~~~ the ion beam vacuum chamber in the resonant cavity ofinitiated to study the phocodissocianon of molecular tons the laser for increased photon flux in both configura-in beams. Von Busch and Dunn~ first examined the t~ons. The coaxial configuration offera a much longerwavelength dependence of H~ production from H2 (lOs- tO’ times) interaction path than the crossed-beams

• using an Xe arc lamp and monochromator, in a c ossed- arrangement; thus, the apparatus has a much greaterbeams arrangement. Subsequently, Ozenne, Pham. and ultimate sensitivity than previous ion photodissociationDurup at Orsay,’ and van Asselt, Mass, and Los in apparatuses. A high-resolution (~lE/ E 3 x 10 ’)Amsterdam3 measured the energy spectra of the 
~ energy analyzer, used for ion photofraginent energysocianon fragment ions using fixed-frequency lasers in a measurements, can provide a resolution of lO ’ whencrossed-beams geometry. Such photofragment SPC~ combined with deceleration of the ions. The apparatus istro scopy studies yield information on the potential a versatile and sensitive tool for high-resolution photo-energy curves, on bond energ ies, on the population of fragment and optical spectroscopy studies on ion beams.vibrational levels of the parent ions, and on the energy

partitioning among the dissociation fragments of poly-
atomic ions. Recently the group at Orsay4 showed that II. DESCRIPTiON OF THE APPARATUS
a modification of this technique, using tunable dye lasers 

A. Basic requirements and g.niral description
• used to Obtain high-resolution spectroscop*c data on Because, among other uses, the apparatus is intended

molecular ions via transitions to predissociazing for photofragment energy measurements, the ion beams
-. states. In all of these experiments the laser beam must be well collimated and have low-energy spread

intersected the ion beam orthogonally, where there and yet must have sufficient intensity to perform the
is no Doppler shift (although a Doppler spread exists desired experiments. The energy and angular resolution
due to the angular divergence in the ion beam). required for photofragment spectroscopy can be esti-
Experiments have also made use of Doppler shifts of mated as follows.

single-frequency laser lines to exciie fast beams. In The velocity diagram in Fig. I defines various kine-
some cases,’ laser tines have been shifted by varying inatic parameters in a dissociation event. If a molecule
the laser-fast beam intersection angle, and in others the moving with initial kinetic energy E, and speed v. inDoppler frequencies were ~veIacity tuned” to the ab- the laboratory frame dissociates into two fragments of
sorption frequency by varying the particle beam energy, mass mt and m,, with total center of mass (c.m.) kinetic
with the laser inclined at a small angle’ or parallel” energy release W, the laboratory energy of m,, ejected
to the fast beam. These latter experiments also benefited as c.m. angle ~~~, or laboratory angle 8, with respect to the
from a very effective narrowing of the Doppler line ~l’O- beam direction is
file that can occur in coaxial laser-fast beam arrange- 

f. ,,, ,,,meats, as is discussed below. E, 
m,rn, { !~~ ~~ 2 ~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~We describe bare an apparatus desigeed to accommo- rn 2 + rn, I. ~~~~ 
rn ,m, / rn ,• date both laser excitation and dissociation studies of

ions in both coaxial (merged beam) and crossed-beams To simplify matters, we consider the case of a homo-
configurations. A novel and efficient ion beast deflec- nuclear diatomic molecule (m, — m,): then
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let the Laboratory energy of fragment ion A, dissociated
• at ~ — 0 and W — W,, just equal that of another ion B,

• as ~ — 
___ (the maximum ~p allowed by collimation)

, and W~ W, + ~ W. l~
’rom Eq. (3) these conditions

Fio. I. V.locuy dzi~~am (Ov a P IUOCI UOfl .~.nt. • and ar. 
— -tr w/l w + A ~~~~~~ths laboniory and can .o(-m.u an jss, respectively, (0(.jsctio.t of a ~~~i* 

COS ~plioecfra msnt with rsspsct to the Iabo atory velocity v,. The center-
of-mass VelOCities of the two Photofrasmenu us s~ and 

~~~
• The relationship between 9 and ~ can be seen from

Fig. I to  be
— ½E.Cl + 2( W/E.j” cos~ + W/E,] . (2) — tsn—’(v1~sin~/(u0, + v1~cos,)]

The term W/E, is always small (—10 ’) in our expert- — tan ’(W”sin~/(E”  + W”cos,s)]ments, and we shall neglect it in determining the dessgn
parameters of the apparatus. Thus ( W/EJU2Sifl~ . (6)

— ½i1(1 + 2(W/4)’~ Co54 (3) The approximation in Eq. (6) is made by dropping the
Requirements on energy resolution of the apparatus second term in the denominator because W 4 E.~ and

can be estimated by noting that for variations in w only, by noting that 84 1. The required collimation, 8~~ ,
can be obtained from Eq. (6) by letting ~ — ~~~~ obtained

( E.\11’ from Eq. (5). Again, for the case E, — 3000 eV. W — 1
~~~~W -  

~~~w) 
cos~~ W. (4) eV, and~~W — 0.05 eV. we find from Eq. (S) that~~~~

— 0.22 red and 0,~~ — 4.0 x l0” red. In order to
As a typical example, let E, — 3000 eV, W I eV, and permit the actual resolution of vibrational levels sepa-
~ — 0. If the energy difference between the vibrational rated by 0.5 eV , we estimate the required angular
levels in the parent ion is 400 cm ’ (a reasonably small definition by letting .~~ W’ 0.02 eV. less than half
value), then in order to distinguish between ions dis- that of the vibrational spacing. This value sets
sociating from adjacent levels we must resolve 3~W — 0.l4 rad and 8,~~ — 2.5 x L 0 ’ rad. The resolution of
— 0.05 eV. The ions dissociating in the forwatd direction the apparatus is actually about 2 x 10’ red.
(ç -0) would be separated by a laboratory energy A diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. Ions are

1.4 eV as E~ — 1555 eV , and a resolution of extracted fromanion source (descrtbed below), focused,
AE/E — 10” would be required, mass selected, and enter the main collimating drift space

The effective energy ~ssoluzion is decreased as the which is defined by two 2-inm-diam apertures A2 and
range of 8 iiear 0 accepted by the energy analyzer is A3 separated by I in. Sets of vertical and horizontal
increased, allowing ions with Larger values of ~ to be deflection plates are placed at several appropriate posi-
detected. To estimate the required angular collimation, tions along the beam path.
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The collimated ion beam is next deflected 90’ and into C. Ion optIcs
the laser beam by an electric quadrupole field whose axis As mentioned above, the experiment requires a massis perpendicular to the ion beam. These quadrupole de- selected ion beam with an angular divergence of about 2flectors have exceptionally good ion optical properties mrad to obtain adequate energy resolution and a beamas well as a very useful physical configuration for coaxial d~~neter close to 2 or 3 mm to maximize overlap withlaser—ion beam experiments. After traversing a 50-cm the laser. In order to satisfy these conditions withoutdrift length, the beam (or the desired photofragxnent large losses in beam intensity we deflect the beamsample) is further deflected 90’, parallel to it* ongmal through 450 using a magnetic sector with equal en-direction, by a second electric quadrupole. The poten- trance and exit angles of 14.38° (between ion beamtials on the second deflector are set to direct either the and the perpendicular to the pole faces). These anglesdesiied fragment ions or the main beam along the final were chosen is to achieve equal focusing properties indrift path. This path is 1.3 m long and collimation to the bending and in the nonbending planes. Calculations—2.5 x l0~ red is obtained from a 2-mm entrance of the ion trajectories. taking into account the effect ofaperture to the decileration lens that precedes the the exte~ided fringing field, revealed a distance of 26.88energy ana lyzer. cm between the focal point and the entrance face of theAfter energy analysis, the ions are detected • by a
Channeltron electron multiplier and the resulting pulse ~~~~ for point-to-parallel focusing.

In order to obtain a well-collimated ion beam beyondsignals are counted in a multichannel scaler whose
channels are advanced synchronously with the voltage in the magnet, the ion optics between the source and the
the energy analyzer so that a spectrum of ~~ 

magnet were designed so tha t the extraction region can

tion fragment ions is stored in the scaler for eventual be imaged at the focal point of the magnet. The ion
readout to a CRT. recorder, or off-line computer. optics consist of two einzel lenses separated by a small

The laser beam can be placed either coaxially with limiting aperture AL (Fig. 2). The geometry of the einzel
lenses was chosen to minimize aberration effects: thethe ion beam in the interaction region, or at 90°, depend- focusing properties were computed using standarding on the polarization requirements, and the interac- matrix methods.” The first lens focuses the extractedtion chamber can be operated intracavity with the laser. ion beam onto the aperture and the second lens formsBrewster window ports in the chamber WillS lfliflituIZC a virtual image as the focal point. The 2-mm aperturesthe power loss. A2 and A3 in the drift region following the magnet
finally define the ion beam with a maximum angularB. Ion sourcs divergence of 2 mrad. Using the calctilated potentials

For many of the anticipated photodissociation and for the einzel lenses (optimized within 10%) we found
spectroscopic studies on molecular ions, it is impos~ant a 30% loss in ion beam intensity at each of these aper-
to have an ion source capable of operating at relatively turns, resulting in usable ion currents between I X 10”
high pressures so that ions can be formed from three- and 3 x I0” A for 0~’ and Ar, ion s, respectively.
body reactions (for complex and rare-ps molecular The primary function of the magnet is to provide mass
ions); also it should be possible to form ions that are not selection for the ion beam. The ions are deflected
too vibrazionally or rotationally hot. For these purposes through an angle of about 45°. From purely geometrical
we have chosen a cold-cathode discharge source based considerations, an angular collimation of 2 x 10’ in the
on a design of Lange. Huber. and Wiesemann.” How- beam will give a mass resolution i~nh/m of about 5.6
ever , we use a hollow cathode instead of their planar x 10’. This is twice the observed value of about
geometry , in order to achieve a quiet discharg e and to 2.8 x 10” FW}IM obtained in a Krj4’ mass spectrum:
improve the lifetime of the source. The source operates thus the effective angular collimation must actually

• at pressures between 0.1 and I Torr. The cathode- approach I x 10”'.
• anode spacing can be varied and optimized formaximum There is also an energy selectivity associated with

output. The ions are extracted from a 0.6-mm aperture the magnetic deflection of a single mass. The relative
in the anode. The anode and extraction lens are shaped energy selectivity ~E/E should have the same value as
to form a planar Pierce system to minimize space charge the observed .lmIm, so would be expected to be about
effects. For ions formed by direct electron impact (Ark , 3 x 10-’. This provides a predicted window of about
0,’~, 0°, etc.), the extracted ion current behind the 9-eV FWHM at 3000 eV , which does not affect the posi-
extraction lens is in the range of l0’~

_ l0 .T A. Ions tive ion beams, whose natural energy spreads are much
formed from three-body or secondary reactions such as less. For negative ion beams , whose energy widths may
Ar~° may be lOO times less abundant. The width of the exceed 10 eV . a reduction in the sizeofAl and A3 can
kinetic energy distribution was measured to be as small be used to limit the width of the energies transmitted
as 0.6 eV for Ar24’ ions, and it was found to depend on to the interaction region.
source pressure and cathode—anode potential. For 0,’ For those cases where a higher ion current is needed
formed at low pressure under conditions that maximize and the high angular resolution is not necessary, two
0,°(a4TI,) production, the energy spread was found to be additional einzel lenses are installed before the first
—3 eV. and after the second quadrupole deflector. Thus, a focal
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fit to the data in Fig. 3, which shows the results of an

>~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

e expenmentat check of Eq. (1) . In order to obtain the
same potential for the central trajectory as for the

• entrance and exit apertures, the potentials of the innerS ___

~ and outer electrodes had to be asymmetric by 5% with
S Q
~ respect to central potential. The optical properties of

• the analyzer, the fringing field effects and the image
,. aberrations, which limit the reL ring power, were calcu-

‘00 2 ~ lated to second order using the matrices given in Ref. 16.I
4 ’ For entrance and exit slits of I-mm width the calculated”

— I resolution of the analyzer was 6.67 x 10” , In the cx pen-
o ment we measured the half-width of the primary beam

0 no ‘000 t iCO 2000 for different kinetic ion energies. The result is alsoC1P41fl C IN(~ GY I •V)
shown in Fig. 3. The linear increase at the energies ofFin. 3. Energy analyzer test data. PotentIal U between asaLyzsr these data is due to the finite energy resolution of thepla&es versus uinamitlsd energy E—does. Energy width ~ E of

analyzar vet~ua E—criai*s. analyzer~ at lower energies the data would approach a
constant value of .~E of about 0.6 eV . which was pre-

point of the ion beam can be formed in the interaction viously found to be characteristic ot’ this type of ion
region between the two bending units, source. From the slope of the curve we obtain a resolu-

tion of 3.0 x to_s . Thus the overall resolution of the
0. Energy analysis detection unit with a factor of 10 deceleration is 3.0

x 10~”. Setter resolution is. of course, possible if theThe relative energy resolution .~E/E necessary for entrance and exit slits are narrower or if greater decelera-
photofragment spectroscopy is about (2 3) x L0~ . In tion is used. However, since the energy half-width of the
the experiment this value is obtained by using a hemi- primary ion beam is about I eV. the present geometry is
spherical 180’ electrostatic analyzer combined with a ad~~uace for ion transmission energies 05’ up to 200 eV
deceleration system. The kinetic energy of the photo- (after deceleration ).
fragments is first reduced by a factor of 10 without large The photofiagments exiting the energy analyzer are
intensity loss so that the resolution of the analyzer itself accelerated again to about 3 keV before entering the
has to be only about 2 X 10”. Channeltron detector. The pulses are normalized in a
The deceleration system is formed from the first half of preamplifier and accumulated in a muftichannel scaler.

a filter lens.14 It consists of 13 plates with 3-mm aper- The phoco&agment kinetic energy spectrum is obtained
turns, each plate separated by 3 mm . The ion kinetic by setting the hemispherical analyzer voltages for a
energy is reduced in a parabolic electric field” (achieved fixed ion transmission ener gy (typical ly 200—300 eV) and
with a resistor divider chain) by a factor of 10, accom- linearly varying the voltage app lied to the deceleration
panted by ion losses of only about 30%—60%. The exit lens system over the desired range of photofr agment
of the deceleration system and the entrance of the energy energies. The sweep of the deceleration voltage is gee-
analyzer are connected by an einzel lens in order tO crated by a D—A converter/high voltage op-amp
coliimate the slightly diverging beam into the entrance combination which is driven by the channel address of
aperture of the analyzer. the inultichannel scaler. Thus, the spectra are obtained

The 180° hemispherical electrostatic analyzer used for wnn constant transmission energy and energy resolu-
the final energy analysis has a median radius of 150 mm tion, and nearly constant transmission efficiency. Since
and a gap distance of 15 mm. The width of the two d cc- the quadrupole benders are also weakly energy selective
trodes is 60mm and the sides of the gap are shielded by (energetic window 40 eV at 1500 eV), the potentials on
two “Matsuda” plates,” the potential of which can be tne second quadrupole must also be changed propor-
adjusted with respect to the center potential. This type of tionally to the change in detected photofragment energy.
analyzer was chosen rather than a 127° cylindrical ana- If the einzel lens ES is used, its voltage must be scanned
lyzer because of the higher energy dispersion and the in a similar manner.
focusing properties in both planes.

The voltage U between the two electrodes and the B. Quadru pols beam dsflectorski..etic energy E of the ions are related by the following
• equation 1 : The deflection systems that bend the ion beam into and

out of the laser beams are electrostatic quadrupotes• U a 2,0(r 1 — r,)E/(r1r3) ~ CE. oriented perpendicularly to the bending plane. a novel
where r ,.r,, and r, are the radii of the outer and inner ion optical arrangement ,’° which is very well suited
electrodes and the central trajectory , respectively. For a for this use. It permits an ion beam to merge coaxially
gap distance of iS mm and r, — IS mm , the analyzer with a laser beam without either the use of cumberso me
constan t c was calculated to be 0.2005. This value agrees magnets or the more conventional types of electrostatic

• ~~- - with an experimental determinatio n from a least-squares deflection electrodes which would usually require some
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~~~~ The apparatus can accommodate laser—ion beam stud-
• ~~~. •  AI~~~ • P ~v -  . ies in both coaxial and 90’crossed.beams geometnes.

$ ~~
‘ 
- A” • 

~ • In each case, the ion fragments ejected at angles near
8 a 0 or l80 are observed along the beam axis ax the lab

, ~~~~~~~~~~~~ . angle 8~ — 0  ~ 0.00 1 (~ 8 — 2  x 10’ rid). Proper ad-
, . . justmenc of the second quadrupo le potentials is required
4 to assure that 9— O :otherwjse the values of W cjeduced
3 from Eq. (2), wit h 8 — 0(or it). will be incorrect (and will
2 - always be low). This complication is a necessary by-

pr oduct of the coaxial geometry which requires deflec-
- tion of the dissociated ions before they are energy

1410 1410 1410 500 1120 1140 
~~~~ analyzed, and did not exist in cattier experiments. How-

LAIOAATONY PI4OIOP*AWIIN? INS~G’V IsV) .ever, this alignment problem is easily solved and has pre.
P m .  4. Phosoñagmn.nt energy spectrum for At, + lu’ s At seated no real drawback to the method.
• Ar as 7525 A. Tb, lower energy scale v~” 

the laboratory photo-
fragment energy. which is direcdy measured; the upper scale gives the
total separation energy determined as discussed in the text. A. CoaxIal laser—Ion beam configuration

form of opening to be placed in one of the electrodes The coaxial configuration permits a large interaction
to afford passage of the laser beam at the expense of volume ; the laser and ion beams are merged over a 33-

• field homogeneity. The capability of viewing the ion cm length. Since the laser beam is usually about 2 mm in
beam axis before and after deflection greatly eases diameter, the interaction volume is 100—200 times larger
alignment procedures. Moreover , the quadrupole deflec - than that afforded by the conventional crossed-beams
tors are quire achromatic, creating little distortion in the geometry, and the resulting sensitivity of the apparatus is
ion beam after it has been bent through 90. Ions on similarly increased. However , since the laser polariza-
one side of the beam in the plane of deflection are tion is always at right angles to the ion velocities, this
switched to the opposite side after passage through the advantage is fitlly effective only for ‘perpendicular”

• quadrupole, but the angular collimation of the beam is transitions, where the fragment ions are ejected pri-
essentially unchanged even for a relatively large energy manly perp endicula rl y to the laser polarization , and
dispersion (10%). Edge effects due to fringing fields thus in the direction of motion of the parent ion beam
ax the entrance and exits of the quadrupoles are cor- (8 — 0 or it) for dissociaxions near the energetic threshold
rected with shim electrodes as described in Ref. 10. (W — 0), or for excitations that do not result in dis-
In tests of this apparatus with a 3-keV ion beam whose sociation.
energy spread wasabout 1eV . essentially allofthebeam A typical spectrum for the reaction Ar5~(’~,’) + k~that had passed through the two collimating apertures —. Ar4 + Ar is shown in Pig. 4 for a 3-keV parent ion
A2 and A3 (2-mm diam separated by I in) also passed beam and coaxial laser at 7525 A. The spectrum is sym-

3 through a 3-mm aperture at the end of the 33-cm drift metric since photofragmen ts ejected into c.m. angles 0
• space following the first 90’ deflection. and it are detected with nearly equal efficiency. The

The energy dispersion of a quadrupole deflector is center of the spectrum is at 1500 eV. as expected for the
about 85% of that of a convention al 127’ energy analyzer photodissociation of a homonuclear diatomic. A scale in
of equal angular aberi ation.’ and is manifested in a dis- the photodissociation energy W. as calculated from Eq.
placement of the ion trajectories in the bending plane, (2). is shown at the top of the figure. A detailed stud y
rather than an angular dispersion, so that a long coaxial has been made of this photodissociation using both

• drift path following the first deflection can be accommo- coaxial and crossed laser beams at 14 wavelengths
dated without loss of over lap of the ion beam with the between 4579 and 7993 A. This work~ was used to deter-
laser. The absence of angular dispersion due to the mine the ~~~~~~~~~ ‘~~.,‘. and ‘ii, potential curves of Ar1’ to
benders also permits a high degree of angular resolution substantially higher accuracy than had been previously
without loss of signal at the energy analyzer and permits possible. The identification of the peaks shown in Fig. 4
a much higher resolution of the ion dissociation fragment was based on this work.

• - energy spectra than has been possible in previous We note that individual vibrational levels are not re-
experiments, solved here. as they have been for H, ‘3 and 0,’.’
As the energies of the fragment ions are scanned by This is not surprising since the spacing of the Ar2’ vibra-

the 180’ energy anal yzer. the potentials on the second tional levels is only about 30 meV. and the rotational
quadrupoles are swept so that fragment ions of the spread at our ion source temperature (—400 K~ is of this
proper energy are directed onto the center of the en- order. When this rotational spread is combined with the
trance aperture of the energy analyzer. The quadrupole finite energy resolution of’ the apparatus. it is clearly dif.
voltage is approximately 0.7 times the kinetic energy ficult to resolve the individual vibrational levels in Are’.

- -~i . (eV) of the transmi tted ions. An example will be shown later where vibrational levels
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of Q~4. are well resolved, and the energy resolution of about 30 meV for normal photofragment spectros-
the apparatus is demonstrated to be about 5 x I0~ . copy. ”7 11The peaks shown in this figure correspond to
The angular dependence of the photodissociation (rag- transitions between specific rotational and fine structure

meat ions has been treated by Zare and Hershbach” levels of the a4fl , state and the b’~, and f1fl, states.
for cases of zero and infinite dissociation (or predissocia- Work is currently underway to interpret results such

• tion) times and by Ling” for varying lifetimes of the as those shown in Fig. 6 in terms of the energy levels
intermediate state. In the zero-lifetime case” the distri- of these states. In order to avoid the complication
but ions behave as P ($) x (1 + $/2(3 cos’~ — I)], of the two Doppler-shifted frequencies, c,( I t v/c). seen
where $ is the angle between the laser polarization vec- by the beam in the intracavity operation, these data
tor and the c.ai. fragment ion velocity, and -1 ~ S 2. are obtained using the extracavity laser beam.

The angular distribution can thus vary from isotropic Another advantage of the coaxial configuration is
to coa’$ or sin’s. Inclusion of varying lifetimes5* and the that the ions in fast beams can have a very narrow

• effects of spin-orbit coupling’7 significantly complicate Doppler width for absorption of the laser photons. This
this picture. but all basically tend to make the angular effect was recognized early in the planning of our ap-
distribution more nearly isotropic. Thus fragment ion par atus and has since been discussed” and exploited”-’
spectra can often be observed even for basically parallel by others. The energy spreads of a few eV or less in
transitions (~ A - 0). with coaxial beams where P (~) the laboratory frame of reference that characterize

sin’$ in the limiting case. An example of this is the
‘II,
’ transition shown in Fig. 4. _________________________________

- . The coaxial beams arrangement is also well suited to .~

— the threshold (or. perhaps better. “predissociation”) - 
°‘ “ ° • 

.

photofragment specxroscopy.4 With this technique, a ¼..., • ISISA

tunable laser is used to investigate photodiuociations as v

a function of laser wavelength, near the threshold, which I
result in near.z.ro.energy phocofragmsnts. These pho to-
dissociations can result from transitions to a repulsive I
potential, to quasibound levels near the dissociation
limit (as in rotational predussociation). or to a predis-
sociating bound state. For prediuociations such as are • .
observed in O,, the resolution depends primarily on 

f

the lifetime of’ the predissociating level, the energy ~ rspread in the ion beam. and the linewidth of the laser. 
2The characteristics of the photofragrnent spectra oh-

served as a func tion of both kinetic energy and wave- •

length allow the dissociating state to be identified, and
levels of both initial and ftnal states to be determined. A ____________________________________
typical wavelength spectrum of the dissociation cross ~~~~~ 5*1115

section obtained in this way for the transition O,’(a~fl,, ______

v -4 )  + ha’ ~ 0 +01, shown in Fig. S. Hero the oh 

-

___  _ _ _ _

• served energy resolutioa as 0.1 ansV, as competed with opiiat ,d sIl’s mode).
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scheme” for both vibrational and electronic transi-

I I I n oes. This technique has the advantage of not requiring
t ‘& I t T ? ~~ i • that the transition lead to predissociation, but requires

0~’ .~ . - • • the use of phase-sensitive detection since a small changej 
~~
“ in the primary ion current must be observed.

Finally, although this capability baa not yet been
demonstrated, calculations show that it should not be

• • difficult to observe laser-induced fluorescence from the
beam. A photomultiplier and filter for this type of’ oh-
servacion - are indicated in Fig. 2. In some cases. it
should be possible to use a monochromator to observe

I 
the fluorescence and determine not only the absorbing

I states but also the fluorescence channels.
‘im ‘* .* ‘* ‘i ~ ‘.0 *

~JI0~~*T0~~Y ~‘IQ?0 ~U*4MINT INS IQY sv~
B. Crosead-boam configurationFtc:?. Phoao~a insstt oner~y spsctnam tot O,i&fl,.) ‘-k ~ 0

• 0 abcaãned &L 5*46 A U$~fl5 croued ~~~~~ When ‘parallel” transitions (~A —0) an photodis-
sociation yield angular distributions with near-zero frag.

beams from many ion sources are unchanged when the m ont ion intensitie s along the axis in the coaxial arrange-
ions are accelerated through electrostatic fields and the meni, the laser polarization vector can be oriented along
c.m. distribution of velocity components along the the beam axis by directing the laser at 90 to the ion beam
beam axis becomes very narrow, with equivalent kinetic axis in the more traditional arrangement. An example is
temperatures, as seen by the laser , of a few kelvins. shown in Fig. 7. which shows the photofragment energy
The increased absorption strength at line center and spectra of the photofragments following the a4fl~narrowness of optical transition lines can be ver~’ use- — pri, transition in O,, as was observed by Tabché.
flal in high-resolution spectroscopic studies and photo Fouhaiilé es a!.” (as compared to the wavelength dc.
excitation of ions, or using fast neutral beams produced pendence of’ the cross section near threshold as shown in
by charge transfer from ion beams. To achieve optimum Pig. 5). Here the vibrational spacings of the a4fl., initialresolution, single-frequency lasers must be used. Fine 

~~ ~~~~~ large to be well resolved by the
~tuning” of the absorption wavelengths can be achieved energy analyzer, and the stricture seen in Fig. 7 shows
aLa fixed laser frequency by varying the ion beam CflCl’Ijf the high-energy resolution obtainabl, in this apparatus.and Doppler-shifting the absorption Lines through the These data were obtained at 5346 A. and are directly

• laser frequency. The electrostatic cage shown in Fig. 2ts comparable to the same results shown in Fig. 5 of Ref.
used to vary the beam energy and obtain such a “veloc- 18. The appsrentdifferencesarothe larger peak ar W -0
ity-tunsd” spectrum. Thus by use of a relatively simple 

~~ the additional structure in our data. The main vibra-
vohags sweep one can ef!bctively use fixed frequency. tional levels observed here (v” — S. 6, and 8) agme with
multlflne lasers such as CO and CO, Lasers as though those in Ref. L8withinthecombinedexpertmentaluncei-.
they were continuously tunable, and can ‘tune 

~~nties (t 20 meV), and with the locations expected
• single-frequency dye lasers in the visible over several from optical and photoelectron spectroscopy (see Ref~• angstroms. 18) . Dissociation from levels it’ — 9 and 13. not observedAn example of a velocity-tuned spectrum is shown in in Ref. 18. is clearly present here as are shoulders onFig. 6. To obtain this spectrum, the beam energy was the it’ - 5  and 6 peaks and on the central peak. The

swept from 3180 to 3600 eV . while the laser ‘~~~ v’ - S and 6 shoulders probably arise from dissocia-
operating single-frequency near 5818 A. While the 

~~ tion via the O( ’P ,) state.” The fact that the W -0
solute wavelength is uncertain by ~ 1 A. the relative peak is larger in the present data can be due to a very
wavelength is precise to within ~O.0005 A (SO MHz) slight difference in wavelength in the two experiments.
and the laser Linewidth was only 0.0001 A. The five das- since the photofragment signal near 5846 A varies
tinct peaks and the shoulder all Ii. within the band of 0.2 rapualy with wavelength, as in the data of Fig. S.A indicated in FIg. 6, and together make up the peak
labeled 5815.3 in chat figure. The peak widths in thia ACKNOWLEDGMENTspectrum vary from 170 MHz (0.7 x 10-’ eV) to 700
MHz (2.9 x to’-’ eV). reflecting the lifetime of the pro- This work was supported by the National Science

• dissociating states. The 3-eV energy spread of the ion Foundat ion. Army Research Office, Au’ Force Office of
beam causes a Doppler width of 120 MHz which is folded Scientific Research. and SRI International through its
into the observed widths. This technique should yield Indep endent Research and Development Program.
measuremsnis of transition energ ies that are an order of

• - - -k•. j magnitude more precise t han existing spectrographic “~~5M~I sd~ ess: Rub,univenilk Bochuin. 4630 Sodium. Wesi
measurements. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ HI.II ~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~-

~ 
-
~~ .~~~• Obviously, the velocity-tuned spectro scopy descnbed USIMISISy. SIaetb.~. CA.

above can also be applied using a collisional detection ‘0. von Busch sad 0. 14. Dune. Phys. liv . A S. 1726 a572).
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Photofragment ep.ctroscopy and potential curves of Ar~ ‘~

J. 1. Moselsy, R. P. Saxon, B. A. Hubsr.~ P. C. Cosby, R. AbOUIf.d) and U. Ta*ddln.
Molecule, PhjsIai Canter. St.r~.f e r d  *eswch m acuses. Mode hi*. CiLLJboUs 94025
(Ransived S May 1977)

Pbosofrss,ieat eciy dbmbuno.a hove bum misused (or the process r~’(~1~’ )+I, v—Ar’ +Ar miq a
3 key ins beam and cw lass both cosUl and crossed with ibs ion bus. polaiiz.d. ~~~y.iIi.nuly.

pwp~ 4~i.laT and psallis to ibs ins beam direction. Misuramsa wait made at (4 wsvisen$zho betwes.
4579 and 7993 A. Tesatitione to the ‘~—~t i ’~ve San ‘fl, and ‘1; are abservsd. as are the efiscis 01 cbs
spin-orbit intecactins in Ar,’. The u.yaiimestal reaulu are used slos~ with theoretical ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ to
dets~~~ e the ‘i .  21;, and ‘U, pi~’—Uuit The ellhea of cbs spin-orbit intesectios on cbs ,,o~~-dal
curvea, the ma~i~~~ and ‘515(55th dip~~~”.~ of the pko~ode.~~ a~.e cross iscuos. and cbs an ular
disaibusiona of the pbosuAs~~~~ are ~o-~~~ed.

I. I NTRODUCTiON - 
. csrtolnly within the sxpscted uncertainty tn these poten-

dais. The more recent calculatIons of Stevens it at. ”The potentials of Ar lays been extensively tnveett- I b5tia n e  ni f the Is,~ th ~~~~..
~ 

produc i.e ag
..s ~..,.i, i....a ~i. a ~i. *13 _

~~ transition matrix element which is needed to calculate‘U, states (a produciug the domiannt interference 
~~ the absolute value of the crou section was also deter-tern observed In differential scattsrt~~ msuursmsnts. ~~~~~ .,,,,, ~of this ‘ m ., e a crose ssc ii

d inrmtne the ‘IT,—’fl, difference potential and the *3 55 5 r was exper 5 y 0
well depth, and, through comparison with theoretical Tb. photodtsaoctatton of Ar baa also been observed
calculations each as those of Mulliksn’ and of GUbsnt• by Vestal and Mauclaire, t5 and by Carntugton, Mllver-

• and Wahl,’ to construct thee. three Ar; potentIals, ton, and Sam e, ~‘ but. neither of these observations were
Other ad leestio calculations of these ArJ potentials (ave sufficiently detallid to allow conclusions to be drawn
been mode by Sidis, Barat, and Dhutcq’ and by Stevens, concerning the Ar potenti ls.
Gardeer and Karo ”• We rsport hers the measurement and interpretation

FIgure 1 shows the tour Ar; potentiala relevant to of photofragmsnt energy spectra for Reaction (1), for
this work, in the abunc• of spin-orbit splitting. Tb. dLuoctatlon via both the ‘13, ~~ ~~ potentials, at 14
potentials shown here are drawn to represent those di- wav.L.ngths between 4575 aM 7593 A. There are a
terminud from the measurements reportsd In this paper. number of motivations for this study. It was clear from
They are totrodmed at this point to show qslitsttvely our previous work’s tlat the esiatiug Ar, potentials are
the expected positions of the potentials In order to fau lt- tandequst. to qusattintivety predict Important features
tote discussion. All of the shove-mentioned A~ poten- of the moisculs, such as Its photodtssoctatlon (and ab-
dais are within * 0.2 eV of the potentials Wustnatsd In
Ftg. l.

The absolute phitodlssoctatton cross section for the 2 !~ ~ I I I 
-reaction - 

~ t[ — ‘  ‘
(1) :

toictI~ i,laCe via the 
ITT, p~(enM~ baa b5sn measured I - zfl,\ \ -

tsr, Liug, axon, a~~ tiosetsy. ‘~ mis cross section - ~~~~~~ 
.~ to2 

-was compared with the cross section which would re- . ‘.. 

- 
tw’

~~~ 
“i ~~~ ‘A’ 3 -

sult froa the pot.ndala cf Mlttmann and Wsjs.’and 0 ~~~~~,. —
GIlbert and Wahi,’ and It was cone laded thou neither of - +—-

~-~ 
~~~ + Se..

these potentials could result In the measured photodia- ~ 
- I — 

-

soclettos cross sections. However, shifts of these po- 
~ : i .— —

• .~~ tentlals on the order of 0.1 cv (In opposite directions) - ‘
‘ 

-
could produce agreement with the deta, sad 0.1ev ts \ _ ... -

‘tlueppsfled by the Y~~Iensl ioteooe Tcundealcs under Gram No. I I I

CHZ-?S100 S sad cbs U. S. Air tones ~~Ie. of Sct.s*t$e Re- tO 
INT UCLL II II ’AnATTON A,

“Per ”r address: RulruM .ensttit, Instibis 1*r Expentasen- FI~3. 1. Possu M ourvs of AT . The solid line portions of
tat-Physik U, loehea. West Gesamp, lbs curves were Lavesltgu.d Is the work r.pois.d hors. The

‘~;• “Per.-.i- address: Laborstotre des Ceillatme Ziesti’s.- ~~ bsd Use portions am e~~apoIumo based os the po~~~teJe
imps, Uetveestt6 4, Parts-Sad, 5140$ Orusy, Trume, ii Ref. 10. The dst—dell petsetist was detevalasd ss~~ the
er ---s sddesss, Lllorssolre dee CoWsioss ?c ’5 1s, ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ of Ref 5, ~~~~ 

& iJ g ~~ ~~~~~~~~~-~ ‘y- Uuv.rsts5 de Parte-(ed, 5140$ Ou say, Truss. limo cern il te 71*1 A.
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sorption) cross section. As boa bsse potued out,’ Ar° .kr—.Ar; .i (2)
spin—orbit .ffscts are stan Uksly to be Important In this
umlscula. It Is thss1*~me useful both to determine more In a baUow-csthode dtachorgs source, with an energy
accurate £~ potentials based a spsctroscopic measure- spread of less then 0.5 sV full width at hoif-lanTimum.
mints and to provide detailed aspertmental teformatton The An alot~ with a much larger c~n’rent of Ax ’ and

• wIth which Improved calculations can be compared, some Impurity tons, are accelsmatsd to typIcally 3 kay
particularly with respect to the affects of spin-orbit and focussed Isto a 45 sscin~’ mainut. Ties Ar; tone
coupling, of Intsrect are selected by the magnetic anslyzer, aol-

uhul.Md to 2 mind, sad directed tutu a transverse qtesd-
Th. nix’s giass are often used is electron beam and rupol. field” which bsnds lbs ton beam throagh 10

high a~~rnj djschorgs st~~ 1icns , sines they can sift- without disturbing the high dsgnee of coIIi”i~ 4ou.
ciently tinsefir the elec~~~ kinetic energy tale cisc-
trostc excitation. The rac ntly de,eiopsd rare gas ez The tO~~ isit fins this first ~os4rupoIi Into the Laaer
cimar lasers, the ~~;n45 atom laser , ~~~ ~~~~ p~. 

Interaction roglOs. Hire the tntracavtty photons from
helogee Lasers all depend on this property of the rare ~ ‘~I°~ ton laser or a kty~lin ton laser can be made
gases. However, under the operating conditions of cither coaxial with the ton beam for a distance of 33 cm,
these lasers stgntflcai* qnsad’t.s of the rare gas diseer or crossed with it. Good tligement Is assur d for the
tone, such as Ar;, are formed, and It baa been sag- coaxial beams sines both the tons and the I~~ scavtty
gested” thot these tons may be responstbl. for lbs gain- pho~~. of the laser must pass throagh 3 mm apertures
inhibiting visible and uv absorption observed In these it inch end of the Interaction region. Similar apertures
lasers. ft thus Is Important In this applkat’on to knew deltas the Intersection of the cromid beams. In the
with precision the shIolus magaltude and the wavelength coaxial biases coefiguradon the laser polarIzatIon Is

— 
. •  depsM.n~. of the pbotodlasoctatloa cross section of ~~~ 

necessarily always psrpsndtcular to the ton bssm direc-
• lion, In the crossed beams coeftgvratton ~~ le.ser po-

~ • -: II. EXPIRIMINTAL. PROCEDURES u r i nation can, La principi., be made to hove any direc-
tion with respect to the beam, but for the work reported

The measurements reported her. wer, made on a here It was alwtys parallel to the Ion beam direction.
- 

ZL - -
. 

- sew ton phototragment spectrometer which 1 described
Ia detail elsewhere.” A schematic of the apparatne is Following the Laser Interaction region the tons enter

-
. shown La 115. 2. The A~~ tons are formed by the as- a ascend qnedrtçoLe bender wbose potentials are ad-

-

~~~ 

~ 
aoctattve toqlw’on reaction justsd to pass the Ar’ phetoliagments, which hove ap-
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1000 ~~ 100 50 0 50 100 500 1000 ~~ laboratory with an energy T given by
SEPARATION ENERGY . W (meV I such as these Indicated In PIg. 1 wIll appear at 0 In

11 I I I I I I I
10 7525A - Tii~ T.a ( W ~T,) 1!*+ 1

W , (3)
Ar54

~ : 
:2~~~~

2r: A,+ ,A ~ - 

where Tà ta th. parent lea eaergy and Wta the tolal
kinetic energy of separation In lb. center of mass frame

7 - 
(see FIg. 1). In fact, when one Includes the finite angu-

~ 
2~ . — 21. lax resolution of the apparatus there La a small shift”
. of the peak of the photofragment energy spectrum to low-I en a value of W. However, due to the high angular reso-~~ 5 .  l~

’ 
-

— lutton of this apparatus (2 mrad), and the relatively
- - large center of mass photofrag meat energies Involved

~ 3 - - here (250 to 1500 msV), this shift Is within the uncer-
talaty of the laboratory plestofragmesit energy measure-2 : meat, and Is nsglectsd. Eqiatton (3) is thus used to

~ 1 convert the laboratory energy scale to separation m en-
0 I I I I I gy W. Such a W scale Is shown at the top of Fig. 3.

1440 1460 1460 1500 1520 1540 1550
It Is important to asic Lbs amplification of center ofLABORATORY PHOTOFRAGMENT ENERGY IsV ) mass energies when measured In the laboratory frame,FIG. 3. Ezper4~~~~ ’ phocofragment .ser~ spectrum for For exempt., a kinetic energy release of 300 meV In theA4 ’iv—Ar’+Ar sa 7525 A . obtained with coaxial beams, center of mass appears as 30 eV when measured In the

laboratory frame. Our resolution of 1 eV In the labora-
tory frame corresponds to an uncertainty of a 10 meVproximately half the A~ beam energy of 3000 •V. Alter in this 300 meV peak. In practice, It Is not difficult tothis quadrupo le the Ax’ tons pass through a second set Locate peaks repeatedly to within a S meV, and an on-of apertures, which yield an angular resolution In 

~~ certainty o f t  10 msV Is believed to be conservative forlab system of 2 send for the pietulrqm.nts. The tons the location of peaks with center of mass energies teasare then decsisratsd by approximately 1200eV ~~~ than 600 msV. This uncertainty Increases siowly wItha hemispherical energy am.lyaer set to pass tons ~ a Iacree.stng center of mass energy, reachIng *20 meVfixed energy near 300 eV. The resolution 4E/ E ~f 
for a 1400 msV peak.-

• 
energy analyser Is 3 x t0’~ with respect to the energy
with which the toss traverse the analyzer. For typical By comparison ci the energies of the peaks with the
condthone used here changes La the laboratory energy potentials of Fig. 1 It Ii possible to determine to which
of I eV could be easily resolved. This corresponds to transitions the peaks correspond, assuming these pates..
a resolution of 7x io’~ with respect to the nominaL 1500 tlala are approximately correct. The vertical arrows
iv photofragmsnt energy. Ions which are passed by the La Fig. 1 are th’awu to correspond to a wavelength of

4 energy analyzer are detected tndlvtdnally by a cofittim- 7525 A, and it 1 assumed thet the transition to the ‘
ous-dynede electron multiplier and the resulting counts state leads to dissociation with respect to the Ari’P112)directed into a multlcbanosl analyser. +Ar limit since this stats correlates u,~ yt.4tcafly with

Typical photofngment energies in the laboratory ~~- Limit LAd doss not cross any states originating from
frame La these experiments were 1500*70 5’!. In or- the Ari’P,,,),Ar limit. Transitions to the ‘II , seat.
den to obtain a spectrum of photufragment .nergles ~~ are net expected, since they are dipole forbidden. We
dscsleratton voltage La stepped proporttonstely with lbs thus make a te~~ tive Identification of the transitions re.
channel advance of the multlctmaael analyzer, while the In the peaks shown Ia 11g. 3, as indicated on the
voltage on the hemispherical analyzer remains fixed.
Since tb.~ qondrupoles are also energy analyzers, the We nets that tndlvtdial vibrational Levels do net ap-
potentials on the second quadrupole are also stepped in pear to be resolved here, as they have been for f f”
proportion to the change La the deceleration voltage, so and o .” This Is net surprising since the vibrational
that this quedrupot. Is always set to op’4”~’i y transmit spacing for Ar; Is expected to be only about 30 meV ,
photofragment tone of the energy betug passed by the and the rotational spread at our ton source tempera-

• • energy analyzer. . tore of near 400’ K less a boil-width at about 50 meV.
- ‘ 

~~ en this rotational spread La combined with ~~ finiteA typical spectrum obtained In this way at 7525 A Is— 

~~
. shown in FIg. 3. The spectrum is symmetric I ,  energy resolution of the apparatus It will clearly be dif .

ficult to resolve the Lndtvtdnal vibz’atloual Levels La A?~.‘I’ photofragments e1ected with kinetic energy either for-
ward or backward along the beam direction are detected It It Is possible to show that a series of peaks at dtf-

- - ~i. with neirly sqnal sfttctency. The center of the spectr um finest wavelengths correspond to transitions arising
- 

~~,
- is at 1500 sV, as sxpsctsd for the photodlssoclatton of from the sims vthsatt oeal level, a relative photodls-$ a homotmolsar diatomic of energy 3000 cv. As has ~ cIattos cross section for this vthradone.I level can be

been discussed to detail by Dump and co-workers,1’ abtaimd limply by appropriately normalintag the ob-
• : and by van Asah i, Mass, and Los” for a homonunlear served phetofragasat current for photon flxe, parent

~~~~~mic a photcinagment from a dissociative transition ton beam Intensity, and angular and energy resolution.
- e~i -

- • 
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10 ~ 13 5471A beam direction. Three mack spectra are Lllimtrated La

~~~~~~ SlAMS 
FIg. 4. These spectra show only one half of the energy

mints ejected forward along the beam direction, and
• they have been replothid on an ener gy scale whIch 1*• 

Zn; — ‘z, 7 A \\~T 2:; — 2_ 

~~~~ ~~~~h correeponds to phondrag-

linear In the center of mass syitsa. The narrower,
more stmnntured peaks to the figure result from a. cal-
ctdatton to be discussed later.

2 
~~~~~~ 8471 A shews ~~ t ~~ b1~~esi me~~~ peak in invored

Comparison of the crosud and coastal beam data at
•! 0
~ 10 b I . for the parallel Laser polarization (crossed beams),

~ 2 
- the perpendicular laser polarization (coaxial beems).

This is consistent with the Identification La FIg. 3 of the
• . ) second peak with the ‘~~-‘Z~ transition, since the angu-

a o 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

while the other peak appears to be relatively favored for

lar distribution of photofr*gmsnts from this transition
4 - / should be a mi~tmum along the direction at the laser

2 • J . POlaZtWlOA. ta-n A similar argument supports the
IdentIfIcatIon of the first peak with the ‘I!~-.’Z transt-

1 /
-~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ton.

0 -

10 C 7535,$~ Table I iummarlus the results of measurements on

feature Is that the values of the plmton energy kv minus
the separation energy Ware eqnal to within the * 10

~ • : 1617 meV ~~ ermiMy in ~~ determInation of ~~ peak loca-

the first peak at four wavelsugthL The first striking

lion. This means that all of these photodt ssoctatlons
originate In the same pound stat, vibrational level.
The wid, wavelength range over which this single level

v.0. Re~~~ve cross section msasummssts determined
Is domimnt arguss strongly for (to identification as

0.2 0.4 0.6 01 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.3 from the peck tutsesittee tiufleate a u g h  ~~~wf mum,
PNOTOOISSOCIA11ON ENE~GV W leVI as would be eapectod from v.0. The lacatton of this

• 110. 4. Zeperims~ ul sad ociculMsd pheloftegmeat energy maximum La between 6764 and 7125 A, probabLy 7200
ipectra . The cs&oulslsd peotra are dlscusssd La Sea. IV sad *200 A, consistent with the rc~snL calculations of
include r~tatlaasL brasdsstng, bat de cot include br,~~~~ g Stevens it if.” The r u b  at the cross section at 6764
dee to lbs Los bsum mner~~ S.d m d  the 05125 ~~~ST~~~ end 

~ to that at 6471 A La La exeellent agreement with our men-
galsr rosol~ t u  of the sppsrstno. The nuabers refer tO ~he smells” of the absoI~~ vales if the plmtodtssocta-otruotare Is lbs oalcdtaaed .pectrn, and oonespoad to the vt.
~ratlo.sL te,eis ~ ten grou.~ state. lion cross section for Ar toes In a thermal vibratio nal

• diatrtbutloa at 300’K(I. e., prtmartly Lav.0). Wi thus
tdeedfy these tnens1b~~ as ‘fl,— ’Z (v.O).

It should be noted that the stated wavelengths are the The avenge vale at 1.31 ev for (hv - W) Is then
wavelengths In sir. No correction was made for the nearly eqel to the dLmeclatioo energy with respect to
fact thet In the ,ac~~~ lbs wavelength Is slightly dli- the first vibrational level (Ar ). It must only-be cor-
finest sines this dihireses (is essrgy) Is men than an m eted by the avelags motottonal energy of the ions. At
order if magnitisis s~~11er thee ~~ aurlatnly ci *10 the assumed merte temperature of 400 ‘K this is 17
may In the center of mass kinetic energy measure- msV. T~~~, we determine D1(Ar) .l.33a 0.02 eV. The
meats. Additionally, to the tatiacavity coaxial beams uncertainty In the source temperature of *50 ‘C contr’Lb-
measurements tbs 3 ksv Atg actelly interacts wIth two
wnveLsngths Doppler shifted by about a 2-3 A from the
Laboratory wavelength. Tb. umertainty Introduced by taarz 1. Mmesxy if results for the trumttlos 21!,
this Is also much ~~~ IIsr then the uncertainty In the ~~2 Z .  All wosrtmsatsl results ire (or coaxial beams.
kinetic energy measurements, and Is neglected.

III. LXPERIMINTAL. RISULTS w1_ ~,-W , (relative W,,1, 3’
tA 1eV) leVI units) (.V) (A)

- - Photofragmist energy upsets. suck as the one U-
lustnated La FIg. 3 win obtained at 14 wavelengths be- 1113 0. 24$ 1.303 4.3 0.241 2.11

~c c~ twos. 4576 aM 7113 A. At moat at these wavelengths 73*1 0. 337 1.311 12.4 0.340 2.47
6714 0.5*1 (.305 7.2 0.5*0 2.41

spectra were obtained both In ~~ coastal beams con— 3471 0.603 (.313 1.1 0.607 2. 35
figerutbos with the laser polerInatbo. psrps~.ilIs~~ r to -

the ton beam direction and La the crossed b..m. con- ~toter-mi.sr am~~~e oenespe.sang to tue irmetsios
figuration with the laser polartsutlos parallel to the Ion determined eslag tue ‘Z poisetlal dlssu.ssd to lee. IV.
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TADLL U. S.’—y if results (or the irmeitios 2z;_~~~. to the ~ — Z. In fact, at the nest av ’lahl wavelength
5682 A only one peak is visible, corresponding to the

— ~ transition, although there Is a shoulder on theW 
~ - W~~ W,n, 3’ lust ~ low energy side corresponding to the 1!— E. Over the

(A) Croeesd Coa~ M ISV) (CV) ~~ ) re”~’t’der of the wavelength range studied on clear0.6*2 16-LI features emerged which could be definitely assigned to

~2 : ~ :: ~: ~: ~~ 
the II — transition.

6411 0. 52$ 0. 570 1.0$S 0. $41 2.22 12• 13 Table U shows a summary of results for the ~ — r
~~~ transition. SInce this Is a parallel transition, results

5145 LI I  I L l  1.22 1. LU 2. 55 6—2 from the crossed-beams coiftguratton are the most ds-
4168 1.22 1.24 1.2$ I. 260 l U  5.7 finittv e for determining the potentials, and only these
4130 1.25 1.22 1.260 2.16 5 7  results are ussd to calculats (kv-W,_). T h e r — V peaks
4765 1.35 1.30 1.311 2.7$ s-a are substantially broader than the f l — E peeks, Lodlcat-
4753 1.35 tg that a number of vibrational levels are participating

1.33 1.32 1.340 2. 16 I I  In the photodis.octatton. The.. IndividimI vibrational
- levels are cot resolved since the rotational broadesig

‘Calculated relativ, to lbs creased-beams rseults esly. of Indt’vLdtal Levels Is approximately eqel to the vtbrn-
‘Intsmmmlsa r ~tetaw. corresponding to Lbs tramitlon ditar - lionel spacings, and to the effective resolution of the
m&n.d using the ~~ pct.atial dtscu...d Is Sec. IV. apparatus.

lila qnalttatlvsly apparent that these levels are qu its
utes only S msV to the uncertainty In D,. This value for high, probably v>l0 for the 6471 and 7525 A transitions
D,is in good agnesmsnt with the valuss obtaimd by tUustrated ta rtg. 4. Tbis wtUbeb stter qnantlfted by
Lorents, Olson, and Conklin’ (1.25 cv), Mlttman and calculations to be dIscussed Later. The fact that at
Wsls.’(1.34 .V), GUb.rt aad Wahl’(l. ZS eV), and 6471 A with coaxial t,sams the Z— ~ p.ak ta as intense
sevens, Gardner, and lCaro’° (1. 20 ev), when it Is con- as the LI — E indIcates that the Z — ~ transItion Is much
sidered that the estimated uncertainty In sack of thai. stronger than the II — Z. Under these conditions every-
detsrmtnetbons Is * 0.1 IV. thing siss seems to favor the 1!-. ~—Lt originates at

A bond cii 33 002 VIa howe La 5.0, and ths poIarlzattoa ts comTeet for ma~4mum co1.
dlugrsementwi~~~he rscently reported vale~~if 1. 23 

_

*0. 02 sV of Ng, Trevor . SM lii ObtetMd tlona such as the ~ - E. This observation is consistentfrom the phototoI~t.at5nn spectrum of Ar,. The value of ~~ ~ I ~ # al ~Ias e — u cross
t. notatall sharp (ss.Ftg .ZofR sf . 22), and the
photototdW4on cross section Is very small due to a-
favorable m unch-Condo. factors. Our dstermiatlon It is in fact surprising that the LI — Z transition is
at the band energy, which does not depend on th. observe- visible at ii In the crossed beams spectra at 6471 A.
lion of a weak photolon”t4’n signal near threshold, Ia- It Is easy to calculate,’4 assuming on rotation before
plies that the true Ionization potential of Ar~ Is $58.6 A. dissociation and pure parallel and perpendicular trannt-
We do at believe a sIgnIficant systematic error is tlons for the ~ - and LI - ~~, respectively, that the

- - present In our experiments, dim to the agreement we detection ~~lctsncy in our apparatus In coaxial beams
• - have obtained on our spectrometer with either work to Is 200 times better for the LI — ~ than for lbs ~ —anether laboratory2’ on 0, and to the fact that the bond while almost exactly the opposite is true La crossed
• energy we determine for Kr ci 1.14*0.03 eV 2’ Is in beams. Thus, since the two peak heights are eqnal at

emelisat agreement with the 1. 15 * 0. 02 ev determ Ined 6471 A In coaxial beams, where the (I — is favored,
by Ng e1 aS. For K~ the Fmanek-Condon factors are the relative peak heights In crossed beams should dli-
zeone favorabb s, and the pimtoiontza ion thrsshold ts fer byafa ctor of (Z00)x(200)i4xLO’ In favor of the

- 
• - -  

well-defined (ses FIg. 2 of Ret. 22). — Z transition. In fact, the observed difference Is
_ .— -. ~ only a factor of IL Inclusion of rotat ion2’ cancot reduce

0 mom co-~~. s spec a 
~ this by more then a factor of 4 and ma be ligiblethat the two peaks are coming closer together at shorter since the dlssoctntlons are occurring via a purely me-ISii

~
th y pulsive curve at separation energies subV’LnPl.”y larg.more Intense. Qialitatively, this movement ~ A - 

en than the rotation energies Involved. The effect of
• peaks to .xpsc rem po curves. ~ spin—orbit coupling Is In the right direction—It will givesuming a ens-to-one correspondence between Iflte~~~• some I — ) character to the eulerclear aspiration and wavelength, as we go from 7525 A Z) truasitlo and vice vi W will return to• toward shorter wavelength, the two L curves are chang- 

~~~ Ohs ~~tmon In the tollowt Ittag In a posits directions, thus retarding the lereus
of V with kv. Therefore, the two peaks would be ix- It Is noted that the ~ — Z peaks obtained with
psctsd to merge, and then U some shorter wavelength beams coastatsatly peak at slightly higher V

- • 
- 

the pe*k corrsspoudlng to the fl-Z trauu’tboa should (typically 30 meV—sss Table UI, and the peaks are
appsar at higher photon energy ~~n ~~.t corresponding significantly bmoadsr than the peaks obtained with
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• 1
crossed beams. These ~~scts are not understood, but .rgy V by a photon of wavelength ~. Cl’4 Is given by
are pmobsbty associated with the rotation of the mole-
cule durlag dLasoclatlon. Stmtlar sdsctà wsr.ob- r~( W) 4~j  k a v J I M I b J w ( ’ g~ (2J.i)exp(-L,/kT)

I. Qserved~ for H;, whets the transition is purely panll.L (8)In any case, for a parallel transition the data obtained where vkc - - E,,. W.
with crossed beams and the laser polarizetton par allel
to the beam direction should be used for the determIne- the calculations .valuettng Eqs. (7) and (8) used the
lion of potential ~~~~~ computer program of K. Sando.

Since the calculation of Stevens at al. 1’ provides the
IV. ANALYSIS most detailed Information for A :, we have used It as a
Two different types of experImental information have basis for construction of potentials whIch are consistent

been determined In this work: separation siargy ~~ 
with our experimental resuLts. We first modified the

spectra as a function of wavelength and the relative bound state ‘T potential curve by translating It down-
photodlaaoctatlon cross section as a function of photon ward by 0.141 IV to bring the dissociation energy Into
wavelength. frotentlal curves for ~~ .~~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

agreement with the D, value of 1.33 eV detsrmLnsd front
tag In the photosbsorptlon process La this experiment the data. The potential was made to correlate to the

~Z , ‘I’,, and ‘2 were determined by adjusting the po- approprIate Ar’ (‘P,,,).Ar Limit by exponentIa lly de-
tentl&Ia until the w spectra ami cross sections calcu- creasing the size of the translation wIth internuclear
LaCed from them matehsd the experimental results. The separation a, for R>3. 7 A. Thin baa no effect on the
analysts in this section wIll igimie ~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~ 

transitions observed In these experiments.
orbit coupling, which is discussed In the following nec- Using this ‘Z potential curve the ‘LI, potential curve
lion, given by Stevens *t aS. was then translated until the
For a bound—tree transition the absorption croSs ~~~ 

Peak to Vol the calculated cross section o~(W) agreed
lion as a function of photon frequency ~‘ Is given byi *I  with experiment for the four wavelengths reported In

Table I. Only coaxial beams data, where the perpsn-

~ ~ f ~ S,4. ~ 
dicular Laser polant~~tton is appropriate for this ‘TI,• Ntm 1~~ —‘z transition, were considered. The transition mo-
meat gi calculated by Stevens ~t 1. was used in Eq. (8).

x( v_~~ )~~eiJ f~ ~~~~~~ g~(2J .. 1) ’ (4) For this U— ~ transition the appropriate operator for
~& is Cs. iy)/i!, the LI state degeneracy g, is 2, aM g,

where an! denetes the vibratIon—rotatIon q’~ ntem ~~~~~~. Is 1. Tb. relative photodissoctatlon cross section as
ben of the 1MM~l bound electronic stats a, and Wi a function of wavelength, dIscussed above, t’~~~ ntes

• desoiss the rotation quentua nnmbsr and continuum the peak of the cross section lies between 6764 aM
energy of the final electronic stats b. The qianttty .~E 7525 A. Assuming the peak Is at 7200 A and that LI

• ii the energy difference between the initial and ~~~ corresponds to the center of the Fraack—Condon re-
states, ~& is the electronic transition moment, g~ aad g, glon for v.0 gIves an Initial es~ mat~ ton the appro-
are the electronic degenemactes of the Initial and f l j  prInts trsns’•’4on. Agreement with the peaks Ia V was

— sin’.., respectIvely, and Y’~, is the fraction of the total found by lowering the ‘LI, potential curve by 0.17$ IV.
number of state a molecules N In the vJ Level. The Tb. potential was made to corràlats to the Ar’ (‘P,,,)
absorption coefficient (cuetomnntty expre ssed In cm ’) .Ar limit In the same ‘~ “~r as for the ‘Z~ state. Nu-
ts denoted by b,. S,, Is the H6n1-London factor. As- mertcal values for the ‘z; and 1fl, potential curves are
suming a Bo”~~~’~ distribution at Initial Levels given In Table ID. As shown in Table I, the largest dts-

crepaney between the observed and calculated pinks In 
- 

-

WLs 7 meV. Also given In Table I ts  the Internunliar
d~iasce I corresponding to the (‘fl,-’~J potential dli-and irenee for the observed transition. From this qiantity

- - It Is cliii that the ‘IT, potential curve has been deter-
Q (2J .1) exp(—E,,/ k T) , (6) mtned b.ewesn2.3$ and 2.SI A.

where !~,, Is the bInding energy at the v.1 level. Using The theoretical V spectra for the LI — ~ transition at
the sum rule for the R~nl—Londen factors ~,,S,,, .2.1,1 6471 and 7523 A are also shown In F 1 .  4, where the
and the assumption that the matrix element (an! ~~ > cross section Ia expressed in relative units. The cross
is largeLy Independent of J’, Eq. (4) may be written s ctbon displayed Is the sum of that due to absorption

o’* of Individeil vtb ratl oeil levels. The V spectrum
~~.~~~~~~~fdi 6(v _

~~~) 

- 

ala given vibrittonel level shows a single ~eak reflect-
corresponding to absorption by all the rotetlone t levels

x ( sVJ Ju I bJe ) J ’~ k ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ 
tog mainly the assumed DoI’ ’-ven dlstnibattonof rota-

(7) ttonel levels. ~ se Fig. S for a more detailed representa-Q lion ol tbe ’1 — ’Z transition a& 6471 A, discussed be-
To each Initial state n! and photon frequency v there low.) For the tour wavelengths studied La the coaxial

-
~~~~ corresponds a unique value of aspiration energy V, bu ms coetlguracton only vtbnatloml levels 0, 1, and 2

which Is equivalent toe In Eqs. (4) sM (fl. The ab- Were found to contrIbi*e to the I! — ~ transition. N.-
sorption cross section for photsdtssoclatlon with in- glinting the variation at the transition moment with II,

J. Oium~ Pliys. Vol.67. Ne. 4. 15 Au~at 1877I’ l l
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TABLE LU. Ar; potentiaL curves uesd Is this work. The ~Z and t fl, potential curves which have been ad-
• justed to give agreement with the coaxial beams photo—

a (A) 
~E ( V) 

211 IV ) 2; 
(.V) fragment data should also predict the photoabsorption

S C ( ta UymPtOt. cross section as a function of wavelength in agreement
2. 000 0. 4513 3. 3920 8.3636 with experiment. In Fig. 5 the cross section from Eq.

— 2. 100 —0.5965 2. 5181 1. 8174 (7) calculated using our adjusted potentials and the
2. 

:
1.0532 ~ 6 transition moment of Stevens it ci. multiplied by 1. 7

400 - 0 5796 3 3716 (see below) is compared with the relative cross sections
~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ 0.2807 2 . 6861 • of Table I and the ab solute cross section measurements
2.600 — 1 .2386 0. 0798 2 . 1138 of Miller it ci. u With the exception of the single point
2. 700 — 1. 2119 —0. 0513 1. 8810 at 7525 A the relative agreement Is good. It La not
2. 800 — 1. 1180 — 0 .1 356 1.3591 known whether this point Is In error experimentally;
2. 900 1.0172 — 0. 1872 1. ~~~ however , effo rts are currently under way to measure3.000 —0.9188 —0.2191 0. 9439 the absolute cross section between 7000 and 8000 A3. — 

: ~ ~ 
usIng the techniques of Miller at ci. It was necessary

300 — 0.6573 — 0.2437 0.5633 tO multiply the transition moment of Stevens it ci. by
3.400 — 0. 5866 — 0 .3392 o.esu 1.7 In order to bri ng the calculated cross siction Into
3.500 —0.5203 —0.233 7 0.4113 absolute agreement with the measurements of MIller3.600 - 0. 4648 - 0.2286 0.3526 at ci. However, It will be shown later that inclusion of
3. 700 —0. 4177’ —0.2239 0.3066 spIn—o rb it effects s~~s~~ntt ally increases the magnitude
3.800 0.3896 0. 2071 0.2873 of the calculated cross section.
3.900 —0.3104 —0.1911 0.2779
4. 000 :‘~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~ - The ’~~ potent1al maybededuced trom the data sum -
4:200 ~O:207$ —0:1496 0:2716 marised in Table U. As stated before , for this parallel
4.300 —0.1841 —0.1373 0.2665 transitIon the crossed-beams data Is the most definitive.
4. 400 — 0. 1640 -0. 1270 0. 2575 As for the TI case, taking the adjusted ‘!~ potential curve

• 4.300 —0. 1447 — 0. 1169 0. 2461 as given, the upper state potential curve was modified
4.600 -0. 1316 - 0. 1076 0.2336 until the V peaks were in agreement with experiment.4.700 —0. 1160 —0 . 0991 0.2215 •

4. 800 —0. 1055 —0. 0913 0.2111 . An Initial approximation for the potential can be con-
4. 900 —0. OiS? —0.0 641 0.2030 structed by assuming the trans ition takes place at the
5.000 — 0.0124 — 0.0775 0.1870 classical outer turning point. Thea at each wavelength,5. 100 —0. 0719 — 0 . 0714 0. ~~~ from the given ‘2~ curve, the binding energy (hr —5.200 0.0620 0. 0651 0. 1656 determines the Internuclear distance Rat which the
~ 

~~~~~~~ :~~~~~~ ~~~~ transition occurs and W , gives the fmsaL state po’enttal
~~~~~~~ -~:~~ ~~~ 0: 1646 ~~ t~~~ R value. Although spin-orbit effects tare been
3.600 -0.0306 - 0.0480 0. 1536 negLected so far, we are assuming here that tint ‘:;
5.700 —0. 0248 —0. 0445 0.1828 curve dissociates to the correct Limit Ar(’P111) +Ar.
3. 800 —0. 0202 —0.0412 0.1831
5. 900 —0.0166 —0.0383 0.1814
8.000 —0. 0139 —0.0358 0.1806 ______________________________________
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the reLatI ve contrib utions depend on the Fr anek -Conden
overlap and the assumed Boltzmann distribution. At 8
S47lAabsorptlon out o fv . 1  ias a strong tntiuence on !

• the V spectrum, while at 7525 A there is no contr ibu- 
~ . : Ilion from v • 1. The theoretical value entered In Table ~I for 6471 A Is the peak for v .0 since the expertms~~ l ~evidence indicates tin t the observed peaks In V corre - ~‘ •

- - 
• spond to the same vibrational Level for all four wave-

• -~~ Lengths In Table 1. SInc e the Franch—Conden factor de- 
~~ 2 -

pends sensitively on the shape of the bound state poten- .4’
- 

- tial curve, a slight aLteration would most Likely be sit. .

flcisni to reduce the calculated tatlusoce of absorption
- 

- from v.1. The dIffe rence in width between the thea- 
WAVE LEN’ Th -

ret ical and experimental photofragment spectra gives an
indication of the experimental broadening. Note that the ~~ Pbstodlsaoclatioa cross section for Ar (’2~ v.0) ~-Sv

“ A ~ 
Ar2( II,) ‘—Ar ‘Ar. The dots axe the ubeoliSs crusa sotton

~. • 5 s~~~~~ a~~ y u~i~~wr 
~~~~~~~~~~~ messur.meme of Ref. 11, the ~~ at. the r.iattv. cross7525 A, Indicating tint the contribution at v.1 is La- suction measurements of this work, and the solId curve Is eel-

portent at 6471 A, although apparently not important ~~~~ from the potential curves dscermlaed her. sad the trea-
-
~ f enough to shIft the peak location significantly. eth os moment of Ref . 10 multiplIed by 1.7 (sue tent) .
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V. SPIN—ORBIT EFFECTS
I 10

/4 
5471 The ane.ly.la In the previous section ignored the1 • — ~2 ezisteose of spin-orbit coupling except for taking the

I j correct Ar ( P 115) states as the dissociation Limit for
• f the ‘Z stats. There are, however, two points that can-

/ 12 
not be understood without an analysts of spin-orbit ef-

4 fecta. The first Is the observation of tint f l — E  transt-
/ /11 N lion In crossed beam where the Laser polarization Is not

13 ‘
~~. appropriate for a perpendicular transition. In the pre-

2 2 ‘N. “
~~ 

vious section the shap e of the relative plmtodiaaoctatloà
, ~~n~~—~-- 14 N cross section as a function at wavelength was found to

° o ~~~~~~~~ 

- ‘- be In reasonabLe agreement with experiment, but its
~ 0.70 0.75 0.60 0.86 0.80 0.96 -1 .00 magnitude cannot be reliably determined without con-

PP4OTOOISSOCIATION ENERGY IsV) alderlug spin—o rbit effects.
110. 5. Calcuitead pbotofregmect easr~~ epsotrum showing Our spin-orbit analysts is based on the discussion of
the vlbr”~ —’ levels involved In thiS ~ — Z $5511105. &Sd the Cohen and Schneider” for the analogous system Nej,effect of rotatiomi bros’~~I g  On the spectr um. ~~~~~~~~ which follows the treatment of Condos and ~ iortI “bro.~~.aug effects are not Lonh&d.t The dashed portion La an
~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ the ~~~~~~ ‘-~e~~~ ~~~ ~b. 79th ~ Treating the spin-orbit coupling as a perturbation the
‘~ -~‘-‘ level, energies of tint spin—orbit states for tint angular momen-

tum projection 0-4 are given by the etgsnn.Lues of ~~matrix
In order to bring the W peaka into agreement It was /E(1fl)~~ ~~necessary to lower this initial potential by about 80 meV . ) .  (9)

~r!0 E(~~ )
The modified ‘r; potential curve is Listed In Table In ftw~~re a ii 

~~ 
Ar~ ~~~~~~~~ 

— z-~j ,, splitting.— .0and may be expressed in tst~s of the t °~ IV, the sign being negative for this case, where theStevens a ., which hoe p.. .~. at P11, ~~~ Is tower In energy than the ‘P1~5. The qneidity
asymptote, 0. 175 eV above the P,,, asymptOte, and Z(’fl) is the energy of the ‘LI or ’!I state The matr ixthen decreased by a varying amount which qnals 0.244 

~ dtigone.llzed separately f:r g and u states at each vat-
eVa t2.lSAand O.l24 eV at 3.11 A . Ths calculatsd ue at R. ForQ.3stntss tbe energy constdertng spln-peaks In photofragment energy for 12 wavelengths are orbit is given by Z(111)+alisted In Table U, whore the me2lmum discrepancy with

• expertm.ta Is seen to be 17 meV. The photofragment The structure of the states, including spin-orbit con-
spectra wire calculated from Sq. (I) using the adjusted pting, Is Indicated in FIg. 8, where they are Labeled by
potsntta Ia and the transition moment of Stevens it ci. theIr 0 quantum number. (Although this figure Ia drawn
In this case g, .g~ • 1. Many Initial vlbrattoial levels approximately to scale, it 15 meant to be chematic on-
contributed at sack wavelength. The theoretical peak 17.) There are tour states correlating to the Ar’(5P111)
entered In Table LI Is the peak in the sum over the initial .Ar limit: the 1(4), which Is similar to the ‘I~ without
vibrattocal Levels. Also entered In Table U are the vi- Spin-orbit coupling, the 1(4), and 1(4), whIch are stat-
brattomnt I Levels nearest the peak in photofragasat 5n tar to the ‘TI,, and the 1(4) , whIch is similar to the ‘IT,.
ergy for each wavelength. Such spectra at 6471 and
7525 A are also shown in Fig. 4, where th. features _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

have been Labeled according to the Initial vtbratlosal I I 1 I I
LeveL The co~~tbuti ons at Individual vibratlonel Levels 

• - 
Ar2 ’

can be seen in greater detail in Fig. I for the transi- / \
lion at 64 71 A. From this figure it may be clearly seen / \ ~~,
that the Location of the composite peak In V depends

-: - sensitively on the relative Importance of different Initial ~
• 

vtbratloial LeveLs and tint the rotatlocal spread- wili -

make it very difficult to separate vtbratloi*l Levels In

ws ~~ caicu~~ed ~~~~~~~ :
• section for the Z — Z transition using our adjusted pa-

tentlals and the tr ansition moment of Stevens it ci. It U
should be ~~essed that we obtained no expertme~~.l in.
formation for the region of the ‘Z potential which con- 2 I

tributes to thIn cross section. The shortest wavelength 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000
used was 4679 A. Eowevsr, the extrapolation of our pa- WAVELENGTh I- ’.)
tsnttal curve to shorter wavelengths should provide a no. i . ~~~meiastos cross section for £r (’~~, v.0) • lv• I - better app.~a1matton to reality than the previously exist- —Ar (’~ ) - A r ’4 Ar oaleulaeed fros lbs pe’e~ Ial curve, di-
lug ‘Z potentials. teralned her. sad the trasettlon moment of Ret. 10.
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- I - I teds then say other and may be neglected, but the paral-
- 

let trumidon l(5),~1(4), has a rib~~ —~~’ ~~~~ftfon
noment oa tbs ordera(afee perceot ot th. stroug

Ar3• - 
~Z— ’Z~ tramttton In the Traack-Condon regIon. It (5
larger by a factor ci 2—3 then the ‘fl,—’Z transition

\2(112), moment In this region. The prediction of a signifIcant
3 - • - transition moment for the parallel transtHon 1(5), — 1(4),

explains the observtttoa In crossed beams, which favors - 

-

\ parallel tr~eIf tthns, of a phetotragmsnt peak at a. V ap-
2 - 

21 
proprlats for the LI — Z transition [see Fig. 4(a)).

In order to athempt.to qt~~ ttaH veLy describe the
1l1/2~’s... 

phoMIb~~rption cross section the adjusted potentIals
t (3/2)g

___________ propriat. spin—orbit matrix element The ‘2~ aM ‘T~0 _______  determIned previously are actually the 1(4), aM 2(4),
..— Yate , respectively. Since both the l(3),~~l(5), and

1(h ),— 1(4), transitions occur, the ‘TI, state determined
- \ 1(l/2)u 

~ 
- . previously Is a combination (nearly the average) of the

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
1(4), aM 1(5), states. A reasoesbie description of these

_____________________________ states Is provided by shifting the ‘IT, by the same shift
2 2.5 3 33 found tor ths Stevens st at. potentials. For the 1(5),

IN1ERNUCLEA R SEPARATiON ~~ 
this amount s to Lowering the ‘IT, by — a -4.0. 059 eV and

FIG. 8. ScW-” potential curtis for Ar’ Ludlng ,~ for the 1(h),, raisIng the adjusted ‘IT, state by 0. 055 eV’.
orbit ~~~~~~ Cross sections are again calculated from Eq. (7), where

for all transitions g, -g,.t. In the coaxial beam exper-
- (meet the perpendicular transitions 1(4),— 1(5), aM

Correlating to the Ar (’P115)+Ar LImit are the 2(4), 1(4), 1(*), are Pretereetiaily observed, and the met-
similar to the ‘IT, and the 2(4), sImilar t~ Ihe ‘z .  The ~~ sd cross section Is the sum at these two, as shown
1(3), and 1(4), states are separated by approximately in the upper part of FIg. 9. Zn the drift tube expert-

— 
2o, the 1(3), beIng lower then the original ‘U, by prs_ onset the effect of the paralleL 1(4), — 1(4 ), tran~ tton is
ciasly a (see the. previous paragrapit, reca”tng teat a seen uweU, and In fant dominates the total cross section.
Is n-gaily) and the 1(4), beIng higher than the elI, by The of these three trnnsl~toni is shown In the
an amount approximately equal to a. From the 1(4), Lower pert of FIg. 9. WhIle the total cross section Is
state perpendicular transit ions may be made to the 1(4),, predIcted to be an order of magnitude larger than that
and both perpendicular and parallel transitions may be of the cross section due to the perpendicular trnniDione
made to the two (4), states. only, In both experiments the peak is predicted at es-
For the f1s4 states the appropriate wav.ft..ctions may aestlally the same wavelength 7160 A. This may seem

be expressed as linear combtnstlons at the ~ ~~ 
useapected since the total cross section is domtnatad by

wavetunctions with co~~Iclents given by th. etgsu,sctors the p a.llel transition to the 1(4), potential curve, while
of the matrix of Eq. (0). Using these Linear cosebton- the coaxial beam measurements are sensitive to essen-
lion wavsfunctions tr’nattion moments ~~ ~~ ______ 

daIly the average of the 1(3), aM 1(4), potsntial curves.
transitions are given as Linear combteattoiw ~ 

In this system, however, the different variations of the
transition moments for ~~~ ‘z~~’~• ~~~~~ ~~ respective transitions moments with internuclear die-
—‘n, transitions. ‘ tance approximately compensates for this difference.

Potential curves including spin-orbit coupling were It (a now clear that the total photodtssoctatton cross
calculated from th. potentials curves ~~ ~~~~~ .~ ~o sections as measured by MUter it 41. u should be sub-
using Eq. (9). At internucle ar distances near the eqid- s~ ni4aUy larger than cross sections calculated wtthont
Ubrium separation the coefficient of the El state In the ~~~~~ of spin-orbit effects , but dtould have a44n~,at-
wavefunotton for the bound 1(4 ), state is -0.03, as ~ 

matety the same wavelength dependence, thus explain-
the coefficient of the Z state In the 1(4), wavetunction. lug the observations shown In FIg. 5. The fact that the
Electronic transition moments between the spin-orbit c imlatsd ciou ssctlons Including spin—orbit coupling

• - - states were calculated from the transition moments ~~~ ~ ~~~ about a factor of 3 Larger then the en-
given by Stevens it at. Par tint perp-iuiicuiar t~~~ t- . perlasetal cross sections (Pig. 5)11 not yet understood.
lions 1(3),.- 1(4), aM 1(4), — 1(4), ~~ transition moment -

Is essentially equal to that for the ‘U,-’~~ ~~~~~~~~ Vi SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
For the parallel traasltloa 2(h),— 1(4), the transtttoa From the photetragmeet hiasttc energy spectra met-
moment Is essentially that of the ~t —  ‘Z transition. ~~ sd In this work at (4 wavelengths potential curves
Of the two transitions not predicted without spin-orbit for the ‘Z~ ‘II,, end ‘Z stat es at A~ have been d-

r. -
~~~~ coupling, the transition moment for the perpendicular ~~ed. The potential curves calculated by Stevenstransitloa 2(4),— 1(4), ts ~~~~~~~ by an order of me.~~~ it ai.~ were adjusted to give agreement with the pres-
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- coupling on the potential curves and matrix elements is
considered. The renuits are in complete agreement with

~ r / \ those presented here.
/
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. APP~~IDIX C

Photofragment ep ctroecopy and. potential curves of Kr~ 
)

~~ ~~~~~~~~~ B. A. Huber,°1 P; ~ Couby, R. P. Sexon, and J. 1’. Mossley -

_______ C ~~~t l.eacx ~rs.L limb ~~l CaDI.,uis 9~~5
(~~~‘4.fl Nc~~~ 1977)

~~~~~ j ~~~~-’ii’ -~~~~ bees im thu p,oo Krt(t( I/2)j +h.._.Kr *+Kr I—s
a 3 keY ton b~~ s.d CW lass, bath mull s.d muud with the ~as bmu. g II washegthe
bmw 4650 and 7993 A. T.— -”---- to the ~~~‘tisl~.e ma. 1(1/2), and 2(1/2), as ohss~sd. The

maIn ate m.d to ad~st mast th.asndcul —‘ ‘-‘ i’ to provide p4J4~~~-1 curvs foe the
Kr~’ mon 1(1/2),, 1(1/2),. s.d 2(1/2), with as imw~~~iy of a20 n.y at inonnuchur t~unr-.. mar
the ~o.ed mae la1 ~~~~~~

/

I. IN’FROOUCTlON II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
In contrast to th. other rare gas dimer toes, Kr has The measurements reported here were made using

been relatively ignored , both esperimant ally and tl*o- Ion photofragxneat specfrometer which has been d•-
ziticaily. Apparently, only two dlfferantia.l scittez~thg’1 scribed in detail elsewhere. ‘~ Basically, with this up-
measureme nts have been made on Kr .Kr . The flrlt t paratus photons from a laser can be directed either
yielded no direct information on the poPe~44~I curves. ~oniia1ly or creased with an ton beam having a typicaL
In the secoM,~ primary rainbow ~I~~~~~~~ffiE were observed , energy 413 keV. Photofragments produced In the laser-
yielding a ground stats well depth 411.21.0.1 eV for ion interaction region which are ejected into a 2 m m d
Kr , but satisfactory potential curves were not obtained, angle along the Ion beam direction pass into an energy
Bari, Dee, and GLlmore3 have constructed potential analyzer where. their energy distribution can be men-
curves for Kr , following the ezampl. of MullIk& for mired. Th. energy resolution Is typically 20 meV in

• Xej, but there have apparently been no detailed calcula- the molecular ton center-of-mass frame, lathe crossed
ticas on Kr; prior to very recent work’ by W. H. Wadt. beams configuration, angular distributions of the photo-
Somewhat more Information does SSst on the well depth, fragments can be measured by rotating the laser po-
Ele~~oe impact appearance potentials’ have yielded -a lamination. However, for the work reported here, the
lower limit of about 1.0 eV. - Photot uIv~ *itia threshold laser polarization for crossed beams was always pamal-
measurements have yielded lower limits of 0.995’ and 1.1. to the ion beam direction. In the cossial beams con-
1.13 eV, aM a value of 1.15*0.02 sV ’ for the wail Oguration the laser polarization Is necessarily always
depth. Using those values (.xcaI* for the more recent perpendicular to the ion beam direction.
values of Rels 2 and 9) Mull$k*n’ estimated a “true
valu&’ of r 2 

‘ A typical experimental photofragmeot kinetic energy
spe~~u.m, obtained at 6471 A for parallel laser polar-

The lark of accurate potential curves for this mole- ization, is shown In Fig. 1.. The spectrum is nearly
cule thus provides a motivation for the work reported symmetric since fragments ejected with kinetic energy
here. In addition, the most prom$~ing cant~idate for an either forward or backward along the beam direction
efficient high power ultraviolet laser La a laser based are detected with nearly equal .fflciency. The center
on Kr?. In this laser, absorption by Kr Is believed L0 of the spectrum, corresponding to separation energy W
to be an Important loss mechanism, and the present of- equal to zero, is at 1500 eV, as expected for the photo-
tort to optimiz, this laser require, a better understand-
ing of the Kr potential curves and transitions. SEPARATION ENERGY W DneV)

1000 500 100 10010 100 500 1000We report here the measurement of photofragment 101
.n.rgy distributions for the reaction — • t, -.—Kr • ~(r X • 6471.3.

Er (1(~),) v— Kr’+Kr. (1) 
1 1/2 1(1/2)

The experimental results are used along with recant 1 —

calculations3 to provide accurate Kr potential curves 6 ii
and absorption spectra in th. visible and ultraviolet. ~ s I , 2(1i2)~ —1(1:2).,, 

I -

- . - Both the experiments and the Interpretation parallel $ I I
that recently r,portss1’ for Ar . 3 /
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3 - 
I course, much more difficult and not unique.

1 l11._~
u,2) , 

- 
. The procedure we toll~w, which is discussed in dc .

2 Krl tail In our earlier paper, u Is to adjust the best available1 (3/2)~ ~~~t~\ç
2(1/
~~~_w3 calculated potential curves so that they reproduce the

_______________ 

experimental photofragm.et energy spectra and photo-1 
~ 1/2),j~\1~~ f :-__

~‘ 

- 

dissociation cross section. This procedure loca’ss the
curves vet ,’ accurately with respect to one another ino 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ s0, + i~~ ~t~P 312) energy, but doss not give Information on the intemnu-\J,/ clear sepama~ion,
Experimental photcfrsgment energy spectra, such as

-2 the one shown In Fig. I, are obtained over a wide wave-
1 2 3 4 5 6 ~ length range, Including that necessary to phot dissociateR (A) the v.0 level of the ground state. The wavelengthsFIG. 2. Potential curves for Kz~ Including *n-orbtt couPUns which do photodlssoclat. v-0 can be identified from theas calculated by Wadt iRef. 5). The incas ~~ separationenergies com,poud to tee of the three ~ tIcaUy a11 .d tree— progression of (Iw- W) values as a function of wavelength,

-
. since they will yield the inn~ imum value of this quantity.

~~~~ ~~~~ 1m~~~ value of (hv-W), when corrected by the
average rotational energy of the tons, yields the bond

dissociation of a ~~~~~~~~~ dI~~~~ic of ~~ 1IJ 3000 energy, D0(Kr ). The calculated ground state potential
eV. A pbotofr.gm.nt from a ~~~~~ laar “~~~ miC w .•1l curve can now be adjusted to agree with the expertanen-appear at 0 Or 1.0. in the laboratory frame with a 

~~~
- tally determined bond energy.

netic energy T given b,u U
If the pbotodtssoclation cross section for Ions pri.

(2) narlly inv .O is availab’e, Lt can be us.d to adjust the
when 7, is the parent Ion klnstic energy and W is the ~W 0P1~~~ dissociative potentiaL In this case, such
total kinetic energy of separation in the canter-of-mass a cross section was available1 for the 1(4),— 1(4), tra n-
frame. The separat ion energy scale at the top of Fig. u tica, and It was used to locate the 1(4),. UsIng these
1 is calculated using Eq. (2). potentI al curves , photofragment energy spectra can be

___ 
calculated and compared with experiment If neces-The procedure for interpreting such experimental mm~, Iterative adjustment of the potentials can be made

in terms of the potential curves las bien discussed In ~~~~~ are obtained which reproduc, both photo-detail in our recent paper ” on Ar. It can be el”~~~~~ dissociation and photofragment energy experime nta lrized with reference to the computed’ Kr potential curvee data.
shown In FIg. 2. At a given photon energy, one can en-
pent transitions to occur to the 1(4), state (arrow a), ~.- If the appropriate photodlsioclattan cross section is
suiting in photofragments ci total separation energy near not aveilahi., or if the observed transitions are not oc-

to the 1(j), stats, resulting In photofragments of curving near the equilibrium internuclear separation,
total separation mergy near W5 (not indicated in the fig. lbs observed separation energies as a function of tran-
nt.), and to the 2(4), state (arrow 3), resulting In photo- sidon energy can be used” to locate points on the di.-
fragments of energy near W,, assuming appropriate vi- soctative curves relative to the ground state. Again,
bratlonal levels of the ground 1(4), state are popolated iterative adjustment can be made until an acceptable
in saab case. Transitions to the ungerade states are agreement with the experimental data is obtained. This
not expected since they are dipol, forbidden. If the procedure was used for 2(4),— 1(4), transition.
— state vibrational levels are sidflcteetly spaced,
and the energy resolution of the apparatus Is high enough II. EXPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
one will In fact observe a serie, of peW ~‘ La the photo- Photofragmeat energy spectra such as the one tiles-fragment energy spectr um whose spacing yields the tratsd In FIg. 1 were obtained at 11 wavelengths be-ground state vibrational spacing. For Kr , as for Ar , 

~ •*n 4680 and 7993 A. At most of these wavelengthsIndividual vibratloeni levels axe not resolved since the spectra were obtained for laser polarizations both par-rotational spread within each vibrational leval at the ailet and perpendicular to the ton beam direction. Bothion source temperature of 400 K Is larger than the en-
ergy separation of adj acent vibrational levels. Peaks In the spectra were always better resolved,

peaked at slightly lower W values, and relatively more
The energies of the peaks observed In the photofrag- intense for parallel laser polarization, showing” p h.,

ment energy spectr a are clearly related to the differen ce the two transitions observed ware parallel ones. B...
- - between the appropriate potentials. Given a proposed cause of the large spin-orbit splitting in Kr~, and the

set of potential ~~ ves, it Li straightforward to onion- fact that the 2(4), curve corrcilatas with the higher
late” the expected Locations and shapes of the photo- Kr’(’P1,,) limit (see Fig. 2) it is clear that the lower
fragment energy peaks, and the shape of the photodis- energy peak corresponds to the 2(4), -1(4), tr ansition
soctation cross section (equivalent In this case to the and the higher energy peak to 1(4),— 1(4 ),. The fact
absorption cross section), for any specified degree ol that the magnitude of the higher energy peak relative to

-‘ excitation of the ground state. Direct inversion of the the lower Is the same for both parallel and perpendicular
• experimental data to determine potential curves Is, of laser polarizations shows that 1(4 ), — 1(4), transition is

~ J. Clen . Plyi. . Vol. 68. No. 6. 1 Mwcfl 1971
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TA3LL ~ ~~~ Rt P7 of ~~~Mj55 toe the ing relative to lb. one corresponding to v.0 (6764 A) of
transitIon 114),— U4),. Ml esperlrnssssi about (is times 20 meV) where 5.1 for 6411 A, Z forresults are toe crossed bsems IpanU.I 7525 A, and 3 for 7903 A. This value of 20 meV is ap..polartudoa). proni n.teiy the predicted vibrational spacing of the

lower vibrational levels, and in fact the caLc”~tton poe-A W, *v—W WN1, ~A t.V) 1eV) 1eV) ~ 
dicta that the vibrational level contributing most heavily
at 6471 A Isv.1, at 7525Atsp.2, and at 7eesAia7593 0.480 1.101 0.445 ~ v.3, as shown In the last column of Table I.

7525 0. 530 1.116 0.530 2 Table U provides a similar summary of the results6764 0.674 1.18$ 0.674 0 for the 2(4), — 1(4), tr ansitio n. For this transition,
6471 0.777 1.13$ 0.764 1 hv- W,,, Is the binding energy of the initial state plus
_______________________________ 0.666 eV, the difference between Kr ,, and JCr~,,. The —

calculated values of W and the principal vibrational
negligible relative to the 1(4), - 1(4),. This 1$ In contrast levels contributing, were determined using the adjusted
to th. case for Ar. ‘~ There the effects of the transi. 1(4), potential discussed above, and the 2(4), potential
ton to the 1(4), could be clearly seen when the laser po- CtU~?C *5 calculated by Wadt. Agreement in the W vii-
larlantion was perpendicular to the Ion beam direction, US5 WU Obtained by raising the calculated potential
even though the cross section for this transition was curve by only 10 miV.
only about 1% of that for the transition to the 1(4),. As a further check on the potential curves deter~~iil.d

Table I summarizes the results of measurements on here, photodlssoctation cross sections were calculated
the higher energy peak at four wavelengths using crossed for the two observed transitions, for Ions In thermal
beams. The maximum in the quantity (hr - w,,,) ~ equilibrium at 300 IC. The 1(4), —1( 4), transition can
6764 A Indicates this quantity corresponds ~ 

then be compared with the measurements of Lee, ~~ith,
energy D,(Xr). To this value mum be added the aver- Milier , and Cosby, iS and the 2(4),— 1(4), to the men-
age rotational energy ci Kr; at the assumed source tern- sured~ absorption In an electron-beam excited Ar/Kr
pera ture of 400 K, whIch 1* 17 meV. This we deter- P~ mlxture~ which was attributed to this transition. In
mine D,(lCr ) .1.176.0.020 meV, where the uncertainty order to make this comparison, the calculations and
takes into account the uncertainties In both the photo- ~~~~~~~~ measurements must be normalined. For
fragment kinetic energy measurement and the ton ~~~~~ 

the 1(4),— 1(4), transition, the calctil.P4ons were nor .
temperature. This value Is in agreement with the pre- malfzid to the exp eriment , since absolute values of the
viously reported,’-’ but less p~~~tae ~~~~~~~~~ ~fth cross sections were determined. ” This required multi -
the recent value of 1.15*0.02 meY reported by Mg, p1mg the calculated values by 0.59, or in other words,
Tx evor, II Ii ii~ and Lee.’ If our value, with Its quoted the calculated transition moment a Is larger than that
uncertainty, and that of Ng et el. are correct, they, ~~~~- 

implied by the experiment by about 21%. However, this
gsther, imply a bond energy of Kr In the range 1. 156 difference Is within the combined uncerta inties of the
to 1.170 eV. calculation and the experiment. For the 2(4), — 1(4),

transition, the experimental measurements” were of
At the other available wavelengths no clear features the relative absorption. Thus they wire normalized to

were observed which could be attributed to thIs 1(4), the calculated cross sections. The results are shown
— 1(4), transition. The reason for this is clear from In Fig. 3. The fact that the experimental absorption
the potential curves shown In FIg. 2. Slnoe the repul-
sive walls of the 1(4), and 1(4), curves have nearly the
same R dependence, it Is necessary to go to very high 

~~~~~ ~ of results for lbs Iran-vibrational levels (appr~~4~”t.ly v .40) before the Iran- ,~~~~ ~~~~~~~
_ 1(è),. AU ~~~~~~~~~ ren4ts

sttion at the neat available wavelength, 5682 A, Is en- are for crossed beams (parallel polartuocal.
ergetica lly accessible. ________________________________

The 1(4), aM 1(4), potentIal curves of Wadt 5 were ad- 
x W, lsv— W, w 1 v level
A (cv) (iv) IsV) at peak

• Justed as previously discussed, yielding the W,,1, values 7993 0.233 1.298 0.27 23—21shown In Table I. In order to obtain agreement with the
• - Kx bond energy It was necessary to lower the caLcu. 7525 0.316 1.331 0.32 26

laZed 1(4), curve by 0.138 sY. It was then made to cor- 5784 0.428 1.405 0.4a 31
relate with the appropriate Kr’(’P,,,) oKr limit by ix-
______ 6471 0.493 1.423 0.47 19
______ size of this tr n.I~~40n eith
R, forR>4 A . Thsn to obtain agreem.nt wlth the photo- 5682 0.552 1.530 ).38 13•_ _•1__~ dissociation cross section” and the photofragmsnt en- 5209 0.754 1. ui 0.742 11

• ergy spectrum it was necessary to lower the Calculated 5148 0.206 1.804 0.712 9—101(4), curve by 0.036 eV, again decreasing the trlnsla-
lion at largeR. 4860 0.594 1.547 0.898 1 9

:. .
~~~~ 4758 0.944 1.554 0.142~~~• The correspondence between the two sets of W values

Is szceUent, sepporting the validity of th. adjusted 4600 0.971 1.673 0.97 0
•‘: curves. Mote also that the (hr — tV) values show a spac-
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TABI.Z th. Kr po’et~ alcurves tssed tn i i  j ~ i i I
this work la eV. The valuss osl ta p.- : ‘
IR_thuom represent the parts of the 3 — ‘ t ‘ K’2

curve. tnvss~~98e4 1* ~~s work. 
: ~ \ \

ittA 1(1), UI), 2(4), 
— : ~ 

‘~2l1/2t~
2.0 (4.7051) (5.1945) (14.1320) 2 — 

~ 

—
2.1 (2.6431) (7 .2417) (11.1173) I2.2 (1.0251) (4.9644) (9.0377) - ‘ -
2.3 (—0.0535) (3.3512) (7.0603) ’ I
2.4 (—0.5128) (2.3706) (5.6407) i — 

• 
—2.5 (—0.9824) 11.7461) (4.6257) - t uii~,2.8 ( 1.0661) (1.2538) (3.7753) (2~~,~) • K~r2.7 —1.1438 0.5133 (3.0148) Z ‘~~ -

2.5 -1.1042 0.6354 (2.445*) 
__________ 

“N ---.~~
_.._-

2.5 —1.1158 0.4113 (2.124*) 2 0 Kr12P ,,~ + Kr
3.0 —1.1011 (0.3433) 1.7318 1 3
3.1 —1.0*51 (0.21*0) 1.5191 . —

3.2 —0. 9410 10.2075) 1.3200 .

3.3 — 0.8531 (0.1868) 1.1.151 -1
3.4 —0. 7641 (0.1425) 1.0346 l I ~~~I I l l ~~~! I I I ~~~ i j I ~~~ I I i I
3.5 —0.4172 (04.255) 0.9318 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
3.1 —0. 6324 (0.1043) 0.8675 $NTERNUCUA~ SIPAAAT1ON ~ (Al
3.7 —0.4444 (0.0518) 0.3134 - FIG. 4. Pots~~al curves for ar; dstsrnil d La this west.3.8 (— 0.4448) (0.0736) (0.~~~~ The solid per~css of lbs curves wage smdlad bsre~ lbs ‘4—h—’3.9 (—0.4344) (0.0447) (0. , per~o come from tk. ‘alo-’ ’om of W~~ (Ret. 5) M)ust.d4.0 — 0.3557) (0. WWW 0. an discussed Ia lbs font. Tb. srzwes sad .spar~~os mer~ .s

correspond lo the Iwo observed IranstUon. aX 6764 A.

for the 2(4), tiaastticn Is broader than the calculation
Is not surprising, since the tons In this case may Wili ergy of the ground state and the location of the two din-not be In squuibrtum at 300 IC, and other absorbers is&Y soctative potent4.~1. In energy relative to the grom~• also be present. 

~~~~ should be accurate to within * 20 m•V. As pre-
• vlousLy stated, no direct Information Is obtained on the

FIgure 4 ~~ ws the potential curves determined In Isiernerisar separation; this scale Is set by the cal-
this work. Table ~~ gives numerical values for these culatlon. ’
pct ,~~~’ . The values net in parentheses are for the
parts of the curves actually probed in the work reported ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
here; the values In parentheses come directly from the
calculations of Wadt, adjusted as previously described. The authors gratefully achoowlsdge private comma-
mmt lnrIy, the solid line portions of the curves of Fig 4 olcatlon of the calculations of W. B. Wadt prior to their
were studied in the work reported hers. The bond en- 
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. APPENDIX D

PROTODISSOCIATION CROSS SECTIONS OF Ne
2
4
, 
~
‘2 ’ ~~2 ’  

AND

TR~4 3500 TO 5400

L. C. Lee and G. P. Smith
Molecular Physics Laboratory

SRI Internationa l , Menlo Park , CA 94025

ABSTRACT

The photod issociatio n (photoab sorpt ion) cross sections of Me
2
4

, Ar2 ,

and Xe2
4 have been measured from 3500 to 5400 The rare gas dimer

- 
ions were produced in a drif t tube mass spectrom eter , and the Kr4 and

ion laser lines were used as the pho ton source. The cross sections decrease

monotonically with increasing photon wavelength from 3500 to 5000 ~~, and

then increas, with photon wavelength. The cross sections have values of

1.93, 13.3, 24.8, and 29.6 x to.48 cm2 at (3569 and 3507) ~1 for N41
2
4
, Art,

Kr
2
4
, and Xe

2
4
, respectively. The current ~easuremenes are 

:~~~
8rod 

~various theoretical calculations. The dependence of the Na
2 

and Ar
2

cross sections on the effective kinetic temperature was investigated by

increasing the ion drift velocity , and was attributed to vibrational

excitation of the ions.

4.:.
.•- • •1~
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I In troduc tion

The photoabso rption cross sections of rare gas dimer ions, Me2
1 , Ar 2

4,

and Xe2
4
, have recently bean extensively investigated , because these

processes are importan t for detailed characterization and optimi zation of

the rare gas excuser and rare gas—halogen lasers .1 The photoabsorption
2,3of rare gas diner ions occurs by transitions from the bound ground

electronic state , l(½ju, to repulsive states , which resul ts in dissociation.

Several measurements have bean made4’5 on the photodissociation cross

sections of the lQ~)g l(~)u transition in the visible region. The

experimental data for this transition are reasonably consistent with

theoretical calculati ons.2
~~ On the other haid , absolute photodissocia tion

cross section measurements on the 2(½) g — l(½)u transition in the ult ra-

viole t re gion have only been made by V andsr hoff 7 for ir 2~
’, Kr 2 ,  and Xe2

4

at 3.0 and 3.5 eV , and relative photoabsorption cross section measurements

att ributed to Ar 2
4 and Kr 2 have been made by Hunter at al. 8 Theoretical

2 ,6 ,9 , 10calculations on this photoabsorpcion band are very extensive • Since

this ultravi olet absorption band is important in various laser application s

invo lving the rare gases , additional experi mental study of this band is of

interest. We rep ort here absolute ?hotodissociation cross section measure -

- 2 .. mants on all four of these ions in the 3500—5400 !~ region.

2
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1 •
II Experimental

The measurements reported hare were made using a drift tube mass

spec tro meter which has been described in detail in a previous paper .U

Basically, the appara tus consists of an ion source , drift region , mass

analyzer , and ion detector. The source and drif t regions were filled

with the gas of interest at a pressure of 0.4 torr. Ions produced in

an electron impac t sourc e move along the drift tube under the inf luence of

a weak uniform electric field toward a 1-sin diameter exit aperture. For

the photodissociation cross section measurements, the ratio of the applied

electric field to the gas number density , E/N, was limi ted to 10 and 20

— 17 2
Townsend (1 Id — 10 V—cu ). The dependenc. of the apparent photodi sso-

ciation cross section on the applied elec tric field was also studied by

varying E/M from 10 to 170 Id.

The drifting ions intersect a laser beam of diameter 1.5 mu in front

+ +of the exit aperture. Various visible lines of Ar and Kr ion lasers,

tuned by a prism, were used as the photon source. The ions were inside

the laser cavity. At the uv lines of the Kr
4 ion laser , which consists of

257. 3569 and 75% 3507 the ions were outside the laser cavity . The photo—

dissociation cross sections at these photon wavelengths are large, so the

laser power was reduced to avoid the diffusion effect caused by a high

percen tage of ion destruction .’2 The laser was mechanically chopped at

• 100 Hz. The ions of interest were selected by a quadr upole mass spectro meter

and detected by a chenneltron electron multiplier. The number of ions were

3
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coun ted for equal periods during which the laser was on and off. The cross

sections were placed on an absolute scale by normalization to the 0 and 02
13 , 14photode tacbeent cross sections . The reduced ion mobili ties used for

15 , 16such norm alization were obtained fro m the recent li terature .

At each wavelength the number of ion counts were accumulated until the

statistical uncertainty in the photodestruction signal was Less than 10%. The

relative intra cavity photon intensity is determined by measurement of the laser

output power, with an uncertainty of less than 5% for every wavelength

measured. The ion mobility is known to within 57. of its true value. Including

the uncertain ty in the 0 and 02 photodetach ment cross section s used for

norma lization , the experimental uncertainty for the absolute pho todissociation

cross sections is estima ted to be ± 20% .

III Photodissociation Cross Sections at Low E/N

The pho todissociation cross sections of molecula r ions are dependent2’9

on the rotationa l and vibrationa l populations of the ions . Thus , data on

photodissociation cross sections are meaningful only if the population s of the

ions are reasonably we ll, defined. The populations of diner ions can be affected

by the applied e lectric field (see Section IV) and by the processes5 that form

the ions • The diner ions are mainly formed by a three-body reac tion 5 tha t may

produce the ions in vibrationally excited states. Howeve r , at low values of

E/M (less than about 20 Id), the ion kinetic energies acquired from the fie ld are
I

much less than from therma l collisions at room temperature , and these ions will be

-
‘ well relaxed by collisions in the drift region. They are essentially in thermal

equi librium5 at near room temperature (300 K ) .  The photod issociation cross section s

4
‘
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of Me
2

4
, Ar

2
4
, Kr2

4, and Xe
2
4 

at various photon wavelengths are listed in

Table I, where Ne
2~ 

and Ar
2
’
~ were measured at 10 Id, and Kr

2
4 and Xe

2
4 

at

20 Id. The reduced ton mobilities used to calculate their drift velocities

are 6.26, 1.83, 0.995, and 0.617 cm2/V ’sec for Me2
4
,
15 Ar

2
4
,1’5, Kr

2
, and

Xe + l 6  respectively, in their parent gases.

The photoabsorption bands reported here result from the 2(¾)g l(¾)u

transition. l(¾)u is the ground electronic state , which is bound . 2 (4) g is

a repulsive state dissociating into Rg’
~(2

P ) + Eg, where Rg — Ne , Ar, Kr , or

Xe . These potential curves are described in detail in the Litera tu re .2’3’9’10

The present results are compared with other experimental measurements7

and theoretical calculations
2’3’6’9’1’° in Figures 1-3. The present measure-

ments agree very well with the experimental data given by Vanderhoff7 at

3.0 and 3.5 eV for the Ar2
4 and Kr

2~ 
ions, but to a lesser degree for Xe2

’4’.

For Xe2
’4 , the present data are lower than the values of Vanderhoff ,7 but

are consistent within the experimental uncertainties. The theoretical

calculations agree qualitatively with the present measurements , but

quantitatively the theoretical calculations require adjustment. For

the present data agree best with he ~ tn it io calculations of Stevens et al. 2

In these calculations 2 a basis set of Slater— ty pe funct ions has been used

- • 
-~~ to construc t the single—configuration wavefunctions for the four’ Ar

2
’4’

electronic states , 
2
t

4
~ 
~~g

’
~” ~~g’ 

ai~~ 
~~~ A large basis set has been

used in anticipation that the transition moment would be sensitive to any

deficiencies. As shown in Fig. 1, their calculations2 agree very veil with

~~~~~~~

:• • . , , c , 
~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~
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~ 
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the measurements. The calculations of Moseley at al • 
10 for Ar 2

’
~

’ and Abouaf

at al.6 for Kr2
’4’ are semiempirical. In these calculations the potential

curves and the transition moments were adopted from the a~ initto calcula-

tion,2’3 but the potential curves were adjusted in accord with the observa-

tions of photofragment spectroscopy .
6’1’0 As shown in Fig. 2, these

semiempirical calculations for Kr
2
4 

agree quite well with the cross section

measurements. The band shapes for the ab initio calculations of Wadt at al. 9

also agree quite well with the measurements, as shown in Figs . 1-3. However,

their peak positions require a shift toward shorter wavelengths. This shift

has been pointed out by Wadt et al.
9 in comparing their calculations with

the photoabsorp tion measurements of Hunter et al.8 Nevertheless, this

shift of the peak positionS requires an adjustment in the potential curves

of less than 0.1 eV. This adjustment is wi thin the possible error of

0.1—0.2 eV in the potential curves as indicated by Wadt et al.
9 Prom these

investigations, the photodissociation cross sec tions of the Ar
2
4 and Kr

2
’4

diner ions in the ultraviolet band seem well established . For Xe~7, however,

the discrepancy between the theoretical calculations and exper imenta l

measurements is large , indicating the need for substantial adjustment in

the potential curves.

The relative cross sections measured by Hunter et al.8 are consis te:t

with the calculation of Stevens at al. for Ar
2 , 

and with Aboua f .~ al ,

for Kr ‘4
. When the relative absorption data of Hunter at a t. 8 are2

normalized to the present measurements , both sets of data agree. This

6

‘In 
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suggests that the absor’ptions measured by Hunter et al.8 may be properly

+ +attributable to Ar 2 and to Kr 2

IV Photodissociation Cross Sections at High E/N

An attemp t to investigate qualitatively the relationship between E/M

and vibrational excitation was made. When an ion drifts under the influence

of an electric field, it acquires kinet ic energy in addition to its therma l

energy . This additional kinetic energy may result in excitation of the

- diner ions into higher rotational or vibrationa l states • Since each state
- 

has its own transition prob ability , the apparent pho todissocia tion c ross

sections of the dine r ions can depend strongly on their initial excitations.2’9

The cross sections can thus be affec ted by the acquired kinetic energy.

In order to study this effect, the pho todissociation cross sections were

measured at a drift distanc e of 20 cm and a gas pressure of 0.4 torr for

various E/M values from 10 to 170 Id. The results for photodissociation of

Me2
4’ at (3569 and 3507) and of Ar2

’4 at 4131 are shown in Table II, in

which the ion kinetic energy and the effective translational temperature

are also listed. The ion kinetic energy , E
K, is calculated from the ion

drift velocity, V
d~ 

as given by ‘ ‘

~ 
mv~

2 
i- J~ Mv~~ + ~ dkl

and the effec tive kinetic “temperatur e” is defined as

“1

where m and M are the masses of ion and parent molecule , respectively , I is

• 
~~~~~ 7

• 1• .

h ~• ‘4.~

. 1 ’ : - ‘ 
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-

‘
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‘
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the gas temperature, and k is the Boltsmann constant. The ion drift

velocity is calculated from the produc t of the reduced ion tnobility,1’5’~
’6

E/M , and the Loschmidt number (2.69 x 10
19 molecules/cm3). The effec tive

kinetic temperature is not a true temperature. The translational ,

rota tional , and vibrational populations at an effective kinetic temperature

are not expected to have Boltrmarn’ distributions .

As shown in Table II , the apparent cross section of Ar 2
4 is less

affec ted by the applied electric field than for Ne
2
’4’. This is because Ar

2
’4’

• has a lower reduced mobility than Ne
2
’4”, and therefore its kinetic energy

and resulting vibrational excitation are less sensitive to the applied

electric field. Since Kr’2
’4’ and Xe2

’4’ have even lover reduced mobilities,

their pho todissociation cross sections viii be less sensitive to E/M than

Ax2 .

Translational to rotational energy transfer is expected to be a fast

process , largely because the energy gap between rotational quantum states is

small for the heavier diato mics. The effective rotational temperature of

the ions at any E/N should therefore be cL ose to the effective translational

temperature. Furthermore , Stevens at at . 2 have shown theoretically that

rotational excitation does not affect the Ar
2
’
~
’ photodissociation cross

section . Thus only vibrationa l excitation is likely to be resp onsible for

4 any E/M variation in the cross section. The amoun t of vibra t~ional excitation

is determined by two competing processes: translational to vibrational

‘ energy transfer from the kinetical]y hot Ar 2
4 (excitation) , and vibrational

~5~,~~~*~~’~

8

I. 
‘ ‘

~~ 

• 
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• to translational energy transfer from Ar 2
’4’ collisions with the 300 K Ar

gas (deexcitation) . Such V— I processes are generally slow, but in this case

they will be augmented by the switching reaction Ar2
’4’ + Ar — Ar + Ar

2

4
.

The rate s for the excita tion and the deexcita tion processe s may depend on

the kine tic energy of the Ar 2
”4’ ions acqui red . Currently, little quanti ta-

tive information is availab le on these important energy transfer rates.

At 4131 1, the de pende nce of the Ar 2
4 

pho todissociation cross sections

on the vibrational and the effective kinetic temperatures is shown in Fig. 4.

• The cross sections for the vibrational temperature , where the rotational

and vibrationa l- population s are in a Bolczmann distribu tion , were obtained

from the theoretical calcula tions of S tevens et al. 2 For a sui table compari-

son, the cross section given by Stevens et al.2 at 300K was normalized to the

present measurement. The calculated cross sections of Stevens et a l. 2

are larger than the experimental measurements , but their relati ve value s

for various vibrational temp eratures are probably correct , because their

calculations are very consistent with the experime n ta l measurements for

both the visible 5 and the ultraviole t bands (Se: Fig. 1). As shown in

Fig. 4, at low effective kinetic temperat~:e, I , the apparent photo—

dissociation cross section is equal to the value at the same vibrational

temperature. This temperature equiva lence indicates that the excitation

process determines the vibrationa l excitation . At high effective kinetic

*t emperature , the cross section at each I is smaller than the value at the
f

same vibrational temperature . The d:excitation of Ar
2
’4’ by collision with

I 
— 

~~ grL~~~~~~ ~~~
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the surrounding 300 K gas become s dominent , and a maximum vibrational

excitation is approached.

The apparent cross sections at the various applied elec tric fields are

not dependent on the ion drift distance. This indicates that a steady

state is quickly established at each E/N. The vibrational excitation in

the steady state may depend on the gas pressure and composition. From

such dependence, quantitative data, such as vib rationa l excitation and

relaxation rates , may be obtained . Further investigations on this subj ect

• are planned.

V. Concluding Remarks

Including the results reported in a previous paper ,5 the measurements

for the rare gas diner ions now cover the photon wavelength region from

3500 to 8600 L Comb ining these experimen tal measurements with the

extens ive theoretica l investigations 2 ,3 ,6 , 9 ,10 the photo dissociation

cross sections for the transitions , 2QsJg l(¾)u and l(~)g l( ?~)u , are

very well established .

The photodisaociation cross sections monotonically decrease with

increasing photon wavelength from 3500 to 5000 At longer photon wave-

lengths the photodissociation cross sections increase again . This increase

is caused by the photoabsorption of the l(~)g l(I~)u transition , which

has been investigated previously.4’5
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The ultraviolet absorption band s of rare gas dine r ions reported here

are red shifted with increasing atomic number as predicted by theoretical

calculations.9 At the uv lines (3569 and 3507 ~ ) Me
2
4’ is just starting to

absorb , while Xe
2
”4’ 

is apparently near the absorption maximum. The oscillator

strengths for this ultraviolet absorption band are of the same magnitude
3

- 

for all the rare gas diner ions reported here , in contrast to the visible

band, where the absorption oscillator strengths
3’5 increase from Ne

2
’4’ to

Ar
2
’
~
’ to Kr

2
’4’ to Xe2

4
. The ultr aviolet band has a large transition moment ,

and the electronic states involved are similar for all rare gas diner

ions. In contrast , the transition moment responsible for the visible band

is very small,
2’3 and its transition strength depends strongly on the

spin—o rbit coupling 2 6  which increases as the atomic number of the rare

gas increases. Because of the weak spin-orbit coupling, the absorpt ion cross

section of Me
2
”4’ in the visible region was too small to be measured.
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Table I
—18 2Photodissociation cross sections (10 cm ) of diner ions

at various photon wavelengths, X . Me
2
4’ and Ar

2 
were

measured at 10 Td, and Kr
2
4’ and Xe

2
4’ at 20 Id

o + + + +

5309 < 0.012 0.033 ± 0.004 0.028 ± 0.005

5208 < 0.028 0.026 ± 0.006 0.022 ± 0.004

4825 0.024 
~ 
0.012 0.100 ± 0.014 0.102 ± 0.011

4762 < 0.11 0.035 ± 0.016 0.122 ~ 0.013 0.147 ± 0.016

4680 0.082 ~ 0.022 0.203 ± 0.022 0.244 ± 0.024

4579 0.130 ~ 0.012 0.39 ± 0.03 0.64 ± 0 .03

4131 < 0.09 1.05 ± 0.10 3.18 ± 0.28 5.50 ± 0.55

4067 1.60 ± 0.17 3.63 ± 0.37 7.32 ± 1.33

3569 1.93 ± 0.20 13.3 ± 1.1 24.8 ± 1.9 29.6 ± 2.0
t 3507
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Table II

Apparen t photodissociation cross section ~(10 18 cm2) ,  average

ion kinetic energy E.~ (meV) , and effec tive kinetic temperature
* —17 2 +I (K) at various E/M (10 V.cm ). Ne

2 
was photodis sociated

by photons of wavelengths C3569 + 350~~X and Az-
2
4 by 4131

+ 4E/N Ne2 
_______________________

* *I I

0 39 300 39 300

10 48 368 1.93 ± 0.20 40 312 1.05 ± 0.10

20 78 602 2.96 ± 0.19 45 349 1.45 ± 0.10
30 53 ~O6 1.69±0.18

40 208 1604 3.97 ± 0.35 65 502 1.75 ± 0.20

50 78 602 2.00 ± 0.23

60 96 744 2.88 ± 0.15

70 119 917 3.11 ± 0.35

80 145 1118 3.88 ± 0.26

100 208 1604 4.89 ± 0.32

120 281 2173 6.25 ± 0.36

140 359 2775 7.00 ± 0 .42

160 440 3398 7.35 ± 0.74

170 462 3571. 8.17 ± 0.82

I
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Figur e Captions

Figure 1 Photodissociation cross sections for Ar
2

. The data given

by Vanderhoff (Ref. 7) and the theoretical results given

by Stevens et al. (Ref. 2),  Wadt et al. (Ref. 9), and
Moseley et al. (Ref. 10) are shown .

Figure 2 Photodissociation cross sections for Kr
2
4
. The data given

by Vanderhoff (Ref. 7) *nd the theoretical results given

by Abouaf et a].. (Ref. 6) and Wadt et al. (Ref. 9) are

shown.

Figure 3 Pho todissociation cross sections for Xe2
’4’. The data given

by Vanderhoff (Ref. 7) and the theoretical results given by
- Wadt et al. (Ref. 9) are shown .

Figure 4 The dependence of the Ar
2
”4’ 

photodissociation cross sections

on the vibrational and the effective kinetic tempera tures .

Ar 2 was photodiasociated at 4131 L The vibrational

temperature dependence was adopted from the calculations

of Stevens et al. (Ref. 2) and normalized to the presen t
• measurement at 300 K.
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APP ~~~~~~E

Photodissociatlon spectroscopy of O~~’~ - 

-

P. C. Coeby, J. 1. Moselsy, J. R. Peterson , and J. H. Ung
M.4cvlw ?f i ~sict Lahovaxo’,i SRI Iiests iea4onaL Menlo Pb~k Coil j breila 9402S
(Rucelvud 17 Fubniery 197*) -

Tb. pho ~~~~~~~~ hr.fl crout suction of gss’pbass 0j has been measured using & tunable dye laser over a
wavelength sap of 6400-30*0 A. The cross section exhibits considerable structure which is consistent
with dissociation from vibf%uonal levels of a quasibound excited electronic state. Analyssi of the structure
indicaua progrusnons in two vibrational modse of the excued stats. Phocodissociatioc spectre of ions
prepsred in both e*cized and Found v*bradosial levels also yields two vibrational frequsuciss for the
— X ~~ stats and an apparent rate coefficient for vibnitional relaxa’icn in 02. The molecular
coeninu dssermin.d hen, for the Iwo oç electronic status axe computed with thou. obtained from
shuorpulon spectra of the ion in other media. Idendiloution of the ‘“ rehoiIg stat. is disenseet

I. INTRODUCTiON at 300 °K. While drifting, the 0 tons produce 05 via
The 05 ton is an important intermediate in current ~~ ~~~~~~~ reaction

i .tT:
D. region negative ion reaction schemes of the iono- 0~’- 20,- 05~ 0,. (1)
sphere. This ton also represents a rela tively simple

• triatomic system for which detailed calculations~~ of r~• drift region Is terminated by an end plate contain-
Its electronic structur e are becoming feasible. The ~ ~~ a 1-mm diameter extraction aperture. Ions passing
ton has been studied In osonide’ and chlorate” crystals, through this aperture enter a high vacuum region where
in liquid ammonia solution, ‘s and isolated In rare they are m.iss selected by a quadrupole mass spectrons-
gas matrices. ““ From these resonance Raman, in- eter and detected tndivuduaily by an electron multiplier.
f razed, and visible absorption spectra a number of mo- Just prior to entering the extraction aperture the ion
lecular constants have been measur ed for the Ion in swarm intersects the cavity of the tunable dye Laser .

ese en eats . The photon beam has a diameter of approximately 2 mm
The formation and reactions of 05 in the gas phase and its axis Is positioned withIn 2 mm of the extraction

have been studied by a number of Investigators using aperture. The total photodestruction cross section of
drift tubs, ~~~~~~ flowing afterglow, ‘ ““ ~~ ~~$~~ZO *S an ton Is measured by chopping the laser at 100 ~~

- 
techniques. The photodetachment cross section of t~~ 

tag the nasa spectrometer to the appropriate mass, and
on has been measured” and the electron affinity of I), cotnating the number of tons arriving at the d.tector dur-

obtained both from these data and from lon-moteci4e tag the alternate periods which the laser Is on and off.
~~~~~~~~~~ LI 1z S3 s~~ les. We have prsvlousiy reportsd”.at Photofragment ions resulting from a photodtssoctatton
the total photodestruction cross section of 05 between ~~~ also be Identified.
6400 and 4579 A and have observed photodlssoclatlon of
the ion In this wavelength region. It was suggested there The distance from the ton source to the laser Inter.

• - that the structure in the cross section reflected absorp- action region can be varied over a range oL 2. 5—50.8

tion Into levels of an excited electronic sta te of 05 which cm. Thus both the ratio of 05/0 Ions arriving at the
in pr.dlssoclatsd. The purpose of the present paper Is laser and the number of ‘thermaltzlng” collisions the
to present an sontysis of the 05 photodestruction ~~~~ 

tons undergo prior to photon Interaction can be varied
section and to attempt to characterize the states of 05 

over a wide range.
rsleflnt to the dissociation proc ess. The dye laser used In this experiment is a cominer-
II. EXPERIMENTA L 

cial ~Jet.stresm” model pumped by a 16 W argon ton
laser . The laser had a Linewtdth of approximately 0.4

The experiments were performed using a drift tube A (FWHM) and Its wavelength was set relative to a cal-
mass spectrometer-tunable dye laser apparatus which Ibrated monochro mator to a precision of o. s A and ar t
has been previously” described. 0 tons are produced absolute accuracy of * t A .
In the Ion source by dissociative electron attachment”
of 0g.. Thea. tOns ente r the drift region which contains ~~ reported cross sections were measur ed relative
0, at a pressure of 0.3-0.4 torr and move down th. to the 0’ photodetachment data of Branscomb. Smith.

• -
. drift tube under the Influenc e of a weak applied electric .~ A Ttscee. se However , iibotodtssociation of 05 to pro-

~~~-i field. The ratio of the electric field strength ~ 0, _
~~ - ducs 0 occurs1’ In the wavelength -nags reported here.

- - 
• density (E/N)  was maintained at S Td (1 l~ • iO~ ’ V cm’) La order to avoid the error1’ introduced into the apparent

so that the directed drift velocity was Less than one- 0 pbotodetachment cross section by the photoft-agment
tenth the mean thermal speed of th, Ices and molecules 0 Ices, the 05 cross section ii measured relative to

the 05 pbotodetachment cros s section. The cross sac-

• 
r 

- tion for 05 has blent measured at lower pressures, in
•-~~~ “Ths research supponsed by the u. s. ~~~y aauisn~o ~~ 

the absence of 05, relative to that of 0. At photon en-
search aboretcry thrc~~ di. ~y. 5. ~~~y ~~~~~~~ o~~~,, ergie. less than approximately 2.1 ~V , the production
end by the U. 5. Air torcs Offlo. of Scienaflo Research. of photofragment 0 becomes Immeasurably small and
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Identical 05 photodestruction cross sections are obtained and
relative to either the 0’ or 05 cross sections. (3)

Ill. PHOTODISSOCIAT1ON SPECTRUM We observe pboto(ragment 0’ ions in sufficient quantities
to acc~ nt for 85* t5% of the 05 pbotodestructton at pho-The total photodeetruction cross section of 05 Is ShOwn ton energ ies above 2. 1 eV. Thus Reaction (2) dominatesIn FIg. 1 as a function of photon energy . These data the photodestruction spectru m at photon ener gies greate rwere obtained at a drift distance of 30 5 cm In 0.3 torr than this value. Below 2. 1 cv the total photodestruction

ci 0, gas. The absolute error In the cross section scale cross section becomes sufficiently small that the detec-.
is z 12% which includes the uncertainties in the O and tion of photofragment 0 is di~ficult because changes in
05 cross sections and in the relative mobillties’° ~ 05 the 0’ current are domina ted by either the Loss of source
and 05. The error bars in this figure ate the statistical produced 0 through photodetachment. or by the produc-
(counting) errors for 05 and 05 at each photon energy . tion of photot ragxnent 0’ from trace quantities of C0An additional sour ce3’ of error must be considered for ions. However , Wong, Vorburger , and Woo’4 have re-
the data at photon energies less than ‘2 .08 eV. Since ported a cross section for Reaction (3) which varies
a small quantity of unreacted 0’ tons are present In the smoothly from 3.1:3. 2.x 10 ” c&to 5.3 * 2. 6x 10” cni~laser interaction region, the destruction of a fraction at photon ener gies between 2.0 and 2.4 eV. Consequenuy,
of these Ions by pbotodetachment will produce an Idea- the contribution 1 ReactIon (3) to the total destruction
tical loss of these 05 ions, which would have been pro - in this region is negligible and the data shown in FIg. 1duced in this region via Reac tion (1) had the 0 Ions not can be considered the 05 photodlssoctation Spectrum .
been photodeta ched. The effect of this small loss be-
comes increasingly significant as the 05 photodestruc- The photodissoctation cross section in FIg. 1 consists
tion cross section decreases. At the Lowest photon en- of a series of brond maxima, each of which conta insergy shown, this 0 loss is equivalent tO an apparent three or more narrower components . In order to iden-
05 photodestructlon cross section ci 1.6 x IO~° cm’. effy that structure due to absorptions into the dissoclat-The photodestr uction cross section has been corrected tag state of 05, and that due to the effects of vibratlonit-for this effect and the error bars in FIg. 1 reflect the ly excited Levels cC the 05 ground electronic state, whichuncertainties In the correction p oesdur.. may be populated in newly formed ions, the cross see-
The 05 photodestruction cross section was measured tion was measured at various drift distances ranging

at a number of laser powers ranging from 10 to 150 W. from 5 to 45.7 cm. At the shortest drift distance , most
-

• 
In this range, the data of Fig. I were Independent ci 05 ions have undergone only a few collisions prior to the
photon flux, thus establishing that the photodestruction photon interaction and, in fact, almost 4% of the photo-
process occurs via single photon ~.bsorptions. Two pho- dissocIated 05 ions are produced via Reaction (1) within
todestruction processes are energ etical ly possible for the laser inte ra ction region. At the longest drift die-
ground state 05 ices at photon energ ies above 1.9 sV: tan Ce, the 05 Ions have undergon. an av.rage of several -:

thousand collisions and essentially no nascent ions axe
0 i.hv — O’.0,, 

- 

(2) present in the laser interaction region. The 05 photo—

• WAVIUNOTh IA)

‘I

-1

I - I-,is— 
-
~~ -

FIG. 1. Total photodestruction
cros s sectton of 0 as a tune -

— 

- 

:~~~ domtn ~~ process obs.~~.d Is
tim of photo n .n.rgy. Th. pro-

J.1~ phocodlslocladon Into O~ - O~.-- ~ -
~~ The ord inate tt*s been expendedIl l 1? by a factor of fly, for th. dataV 
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to- ” - The wavelength dependence of the 05 photodeatructlon
0 ~ cross section in the region of 2 eV Is given by the upper

1.. 5500* -4 and Lower curves in FIg. 3 for drift distances of 10.3
and 30. 5 cm, r espectively. It Is seen that the cross
section for the Less relaxed 05 Ions is larger and cx-

— 0 -~ hAbits structure not appar ent In the cross section for
0 ions having undergone more thermaltzirzg collisions .

5900* We therefore conclude that, in general , features at pho-
ton energies less than appr oximate ly 2. 15 eV in the p1w-

4 todestr uction spectrum of FIg. 1 are attributable to cx-
cited Levels of the 05 ground electronic state whereas

.2 4 structure appearing at higher photon energies character-
6050* lass an excited electronic state ci 05 which dissociates.
4 -

~~

: , , IV. VIBRATIONAL ASSIGNMENTS
b 4200* Recent configuration interaction calculatIons” of

+ 1 o; predict a ‘B, ground state of C,, symmetry with a
— -

~ bond distance ci 1.27— 1.41 A and bond angle of 115—
116.8’. Three excited states4— 2 are found within 4eV
of the ground state. However , dipole transitions from
X 28, are allowed only to two of these states , the ‘A, and

6300* 
‘4,. Both the ‘A, and ‘~4 axe predicted’ to have some-

T what larger equilibrium bond distances than X ’81 and
the equilibrium bond angles differ from that ci the ground

.3~! - state by approximately • 10’ and — 10’ . Thus, optical0 
tO 20 30 absorptions to either of these stat •s from the ground

QPIfl DISTANCE (cml state would be expscted to produce progressions in both
FIG. 2. DrIft distance dependence of the a; phocodestractioa the symmetric stretch and bending modes of the upper
cross section at five wave lengths , state. Transitions to the asymmetric stretch would be

expected to be weak, but night be observable.

destruction cross section was found to be independ ent 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ IA)

ci drift distance for photon energies greater than 2. 15 300 six
eV. At Lower photon energies, however , a drift dista nce
dependence was observed. F igure 2 presents thes
drift distance reeults at five wavelengths. As can be -

sun from this figure . the cross section becomes in- 01 02 “

creasingly dependent on drift distance as the photon en- - - 10’ ’I 
02

ergy is decreased. The cross section Is Largest at , , .~~short drift distances , where the fraction of nascent 05 ~~ 
‘0~~~~’ 

- 
.~~il5t

In the photon interaction region is expected to be great— I ~~ •511 ~
eat, and decreases in an exponential manner as the mm- ~ : ~ 4

ber of therznallzlng collisions Is Increased. By sub— 12 ~is~”
tracttng th. asymptotic value of the cross section at - ‘0.2 - 1pit ftø6 Ii i 

*1
each wavelength, an approximat. binary “rela~~tIon - 

- ,~nsI~~
’
~ ~4lt$ ~~ 

-

rate”00 for the reaction t0~”’-’ - 
-_

4.Q~~05 .4.0, t I “s — I
is found to be 10 ” cm3 sec~. L -

This behavior suggests that the 05 Ions are produced ,, 00 01 02 03
In Reaction (1) with a significant amount of internal en—
er gy. An aralogous case for the 0, molecule has been as 2.00 2.05 2.1 0

- :  reported . In observing infrared emission from nascent ~ ‘0TO14 1NI~GY WI

03 fo rmed by the reaction rio. 3. Total phocodestructlon cross s.ctio~ of 0 as a tune-
- 
; tim of photon ener gy . Th. upper sad lower sets of data were

- - 0. 20~~O, .0,, obtained at drift dista nces of 10.2 and 30.5 cm. respectiveLy
von Rosenberg and Trainor’4 f ound 30%.-50% of dc 1.05 For clarity, the upper data have bean displaced along the ordi-
eV exoth.rmlcity of this reaction (c.f. 1.6eV for Re- ~~ta: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~act ion (1)~ goes Into vibrational modes of the 0, mole- are expected from aast~~nsssss I and a are tven by the Linescull. Further , these modes are relaxed by 0, wIth a In the upper and lower halves of the figure. QualIfications re-
rate coeffletent”” of approximately 2x 10 ” cm’ eec ’. gandiag th se aselgameats are givun In thi tsxt.

J•chent P~iyL,voi ee,Mo~~~1S ssptsmb,r t97e
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The vtst~ e absorption spectrum of 05 has been men- todLssoclatlon cross section measured at 10 cm drift
awed for various alb.li metal ozonides dissolved in distance (FIg. 3). The structure appearing in the re-
Liquid ainmcn&”° or Isolated In rare gus matrices. ~~ gion 01 2.05 eV ii eIther 790 or 928 cm 4 below the on .
It has also been measured In Irradiated single crystals gin 01 the excited electronic state, depending on which
of alkal i metal chiorates. ’ Zn each case a series 01 paz- of th. two sets of assignments for the state are chosen.
ttsUy resolved maxima are observed extending from Further , relative to this peak, a second peak appears
2.2 to 3.5 eV which are separated by 800—900 cm4. approximately 400 cm” lower in photon energy . It is
These spectra have been Interpreted as absorptlons therefore Likely that these two peaks represent transi-
from the ground eLectronic state 0105 to vibrationaL Liv- tions p rom an excited stre tching mode of the ‘B, state.
cia of an excited 05 electronic state. The energy of the We assume this mode is the symmetric stretch mode
transition between the lowest Levels of the ground and w ’ since the magnitude of the energy more closely ap-
excited electronic states was dependent on the environ- proxirnates the energy (964 cui~’) of this mode00 In ClO,
ments In which the measurements were made, hat Lie rather than that 01 ~~ (1133 cm”).
within the range 01 2. 15-2. 25 eV. The two sets of assignments are shown in FIgs . 3 and

The widths 01 the m~ w4~~~ and their energy spacIngs 4. ID these figures, the proposed transitions are In-
ane comparable ton both the absorption spectra and the beled by paIrs 01 integers, the first number of which
pbotodlssoclatton spectrum. Also, the thresholds for represents the quantum number 01 the stretching node
these spectra occur in roughly the same photon en~~gy while the second number gives the bending mode quan-
regions . It ther efore appear s reasonab le that both spec- turn number. Due to the diffuse nature of the spectrum.
tnt represent transitions from lie ‘8, ground 0105 to the uncertainty In the vibrational spacings In each set
vibr ational Levels in either the ‘A, or 5A, excited states. is t20 cm”.

The broad m~~vi,nm In the photodissoctation spectrum Both sets of assignments predict similar vibrational
are spaced by roughly 800 cm ” , which is comparabLe frequencies for the upper state and for the bending mode
to the energy 01 vibrationaL stretching modes of other of the Lowe r state. The two sets differ primarily in the
triatomics. The smaller components 01 these m2yI m~~, choice of origin for the upper state and, consequently,
however, are spaced at Irregular intervals 01 order 150 In the frequency of the Lower state stretching mode. As-
cm’’, which is unusually small . The bending node In sigument set IX (the Lower set in FIg. 4) shows an en-
the ‘A, stats00 of the Isoetectronic molecule d O ,, for tended progression In the upper state stretching mode
example, La 296.3 cm4. Thus, in order to assign the for which LIttle or no anh armonicity is observed . This
structure In the photodissociation spectrum to specific Is consistent with the large difference in stretching fre-
levels of the excited electronic state, we search f or quencies found for the two electronic stat es and with the
progressions in two or more vibrational modes of this small anbarmonicity observed” in the matrix absorption
state. spectra . Transitions originating from the first excited

Level of the ground state bending node comprise a sig..
Choosing one of the three major components of the nittoant, protion of the spectrum at Low quantum aum-

first maxima, we searched for progressions in eIther bers , but their Intensities appear to decrease with in-
stretching or bending modes having energies In th. creasing photon energy . Such a behavior Is Important
range of 700-1400 and 200-600 em 4 . Two sets of as- if the room tempestur e pbotodlssoclatioa spectrum is
sigements were found which provided reasonable fits to truly comparable to matrix absorption spectra obtained
die structure. One set (I) had an origin at 2.146 eV at temperatures of less than 22 °K.
with vibrational spacings 01855 and 290 cm4. The sec-
ond set (U) had an origin at 2.163 eV with vibrations.1 The primary dIsadvantage 01 assignment set U Is that
spacIngs 01 794 and 282 cm4. We assume that the lang-. It fails to account for the two small humps at 2.096 and
en and smaller energy spacings correspond to progres- 2. 130 eV which occur on the Low energy side of di. first
aloes In w~’ and w~, respectively. Neither of these sets peak In FIg. 4. Although It is possible these f satures
01 assIgnments, however, could adequately explain all could arise from transitions out of an excited stretching
01 the structure observed In lie spectrum. A third en- mode 01 the ground state ( FIg. 3), the popzlation 01 such
ergy spacing 403 cm” for set II and 419 cm ” for set I a level would be relatively small at 300’IC and the
also appears In be spectrum. Since the magnitude 01 strength of these features does not appear to change with
this spacing Is more consistent with the energy of a drift tube. conditions. Assignment set I fully accounts
bending mode 01 the Ion, we uls out assigning these for thsse features as transitions from the first excited
peaks to a progression in the uppe r state asymmetric bending mod. 01 the lower state . Further, sit I assigns
stretch mode, Zt ts m,ch more llkely tbat these peW the most promlnent fsatiare tn the rsglcnof3. lS eV to
arise from transitions to the excited electronic stats the orIgin 01 the upper state . - This set of assigumente.
from the excited bending mod. (‘4) oI t ie 0(x ’B,) however , requires an anharmanicity of approximately

• 
- ground state. In Bol’~~~~~ equilibrium at 300 1C, ap- 15 cm” In the upper state stretching frequency to obtain

proxImately 12% of the molecules will be In the first a fit 01 th• observed structure. Moreover, the latin-
excited v~ mode 01 the ground electronic stats. Thus, - attics 01 transItions onlgii*tlag from lie excited lower
absorpttoos arising from this mode conintbide to the oh- state bending mod. appear to increase with Increasing
served struc ture . photon energy . La contrast to set II, neithe r of these

characterIstics ci set I would appear to be consistent
An additional amigemset may be made from the pho. with the matzlx absorption spectra.

~ J J. Chem. PI~ys,, Vol IS, No. 115 $iI*u...h.r 197$
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The broad widths of the peaks and the Limited ener gy regions of 2. 15 and 2.25 eV by 0*15 cm~’ and —32
range over which the photodissociation spectrum has * 15 cm t were observed and are consistent with either
been measured with the dye laser do not presently allow - set of assignments Unfortunately , the quantity of “Os
a clear distinct ion between the two assignment sets, nor gas available was insufficient to measure the cross 5cc-
L.a it cer tain that either of thea. assignments is precise- tions to the prec ision required for- detecting the small
Ly correct. It seems certain, however, that excited shifts expected for the individua l transitions in this re-
state vibratio nal frequencies near 800 and 300 cm ” are gion. Thus, in order to better determine the vibration-
required to explain the observed structure. The Low al assignments, extension of the dye laser measure-
quantum numbers for the transitions also Limit the use- ments to 2.8 eV are planned .
fulneu of isotopic substitution in verifying the assign-
meats. The photodissociation spectrum ci “O (18- 18- The two sets of values for the vibrational energies
18) was briefly measured over the energy range of 2.10- of the Oj ground and excited states and for the origin
2.34 eV , Genera l shifts of the broad maxima in the ci the excited state which were determined from the

~~~~~ I. Summary of Oj molecular constants .

Ground stats Exalted state
X 291 (2A 1, 24,)

Source .4’ .4’ .4’ t.4 ~4 T,(s Vl
This work”(I) 790 *50 419*20 353.20 290 *20 2.146

(U) 928*50 403*20 794 *20 282*20 2. 163
Matrix5 334—908 — 300 2.183—2.254
Matntx5 302.0 818
Matrix’ 1012—1028

Matrix’ 553. 6— 618.6 786. 7—814. 3
Crystal’ 1016—1029 657
LIquid — 820 — 400
ammonia’

ClO.’ 963. 5 451. 7 1133.0 722. 4 296 .3 110.1 2 .6057

“f’ 4 ‘Quallflcsrtcaa regarding the chef ce of ustgumusm I ‘Reference 13.
and U are discussed in be tam. Ref erences 7 and 8.
B.f.reece 15. ‘Reference 10.

~~~~
-
~~‘ 

- ‘References Li and 12 . ‘Reference 38.
‘Reference 14.

J . Clwm. Phys., Vol. IS, No. (15 $.guatbur 197$
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Iphotodissoctation spectrum are summari zed in Table 1. stretch and bendin g coordin ates , but simply dissociative
The values for the excited state constants obtained train along lie asymmetric stretch coordinate . For vertical ~the previously mentioned visible absorption measure- transitions from the bound ground state , he thssocia-
nents ate also Listed, together with the ground state tion (absorption) cross section is proportional to prod-
constants reported from Infrared and resonance Raman ucts of the Fran ek—Condon factors for he bound wave-
spectra . Also shown in this table are the constants for functions of the symmetri c stretch and bending modes
the C105 molecule, which is Isoelectronic with the 0 of the lower and upper states , and the bound and con-
Ion. tj nuum wavefunctj ons of the asymmetric stretch modes

The moat serious disagreement between th. gas phase In these states. Thus, In contrast to the continuous
data and those of other media occurs for th. ground spectrum previously expected~ for direct dissociation
state energy levels. It Is possible our assignment of from such a surface , the wavelength depend ence of the
.~~~

‘ could be In error, since It was not road. on the basis dissociation cross section wUl exhibit broad peaks at
of an extended progression. Further, the uncertainty In wavelengths corresponding to absorption Into the bound
this spacing Is .50 crn ’, due t’o the diffuseness of the (symmetric stretch and bending) modes ci the upper
single peak near 2.05 eV on which this assignment de- state. The width s of the peaks in the spectrum are in-
pends. The agreement between these data could also be fluenced by the shape of the saddle point along the asym..
Improved If the gas phase data were attributed to the metrtc stretch coordinate of the upper surface , which
asymmetric stretch mode. ft Is unlikely , however , that governs the lifetime of the upper state with respect to
our value for ,w ’ Is more uncertain than our values for ~lssociation.
.. ~~ and ~~ , since It Is supported by a number of peaks 15 

~~~ iden tI fIcat Ion of he dissociating 0 state is us-the photodiss*ciation spectrum. Further, this value for certain . Theoretical calculations” have predicted twothe bending mode Is note consist.nt with the ener gy low- lying excited states . 1 ‘A~ and I * 4k , to which dipole-levels of CIO~, which were also obtained from gas-phase allowed transitions ar. possible from the ground X 2B1spectra. Undoobtedly the greatest cause for disagree- stat.. The 1zA 1 — X B1 transition occurs at the lowermeat among the various spectra arises from the weak photon energy. but previous investIgations”.’ have at-bonding 3” between O and the cation In rare gas 
~~~~~~

- tributed U~ vtsible absorption band to 1 5A, — x ‘B,. Therices as well as Interaction with the atoms of the me.- basis for this assignment has been that the 1 1A, - X tB,trix. Such perturbations of 0 can be even more serious transition has been ovs.rveda In ClO, with a thresholdin a crystal environment, at 2. 606 eV. Such. an analogy has limitations, however ,
since the spectrum of the 1 A, —x 2a~ transition in Clo,

V. IDENTIFICATiON OF THE EXCITED STATE Is not diffuse,2’ even though the entire spectrum appears
One Important characteristic of be Q ~~~~~~~~~~~ at photon ener gies above the dissociation energy’ of the

tim spectrum Is that dissociation ci the upper electronic Eround state (2.50 eV).
state takes plac. from the lowest energy levels of that 

~~ n~%mbtguous assignment of the dissociating statsstate and continues to occur over a photon energy rang, could be obtained from a measurement of the angular
of at Least 0.55 eV. Secondly, the degree of diffuseness distribution of 0” photofragments. For the case of 2AIn the spectral features does not notiesibly vary with 

- ~~~~~~ the o. distribution would be Isotr opic in the planethe vibrational level of the upper state. This also aP- perpendicular to the direction of laser poLarization,pears to be true of lbs absorpt ion spectrum” over a pho- whereas the distribution of fragments fro m ‘A 2 ~~~ton energy range ci 1.3 eY. A third characteristic ~ would have more parallel character. An angular die-that no evidence is found for absorption into the asym- tribotion measurement would also provid, a check onmetric str etch mode of he upper stat e. Finally, It ap- the direct dissociation model by probing the lifetime ofpears that nearly every absorption Into the excited stats the dissociating state .’ In contrast to the case 4t ofresults in a dissociation. For e~~.mpIe, a molar ex-
tinction coefficient ci 2050 I .W ’ cm” at 4579 A has been CO~, such a distribu tion cannot be obtained for 0 In

the drift tubs apparatus. The nu~~ rous coUlslons,reported” for KO, dissolved in liquid Nil,. This Cost— caused by the ouch higher neutral gas densities re-tict ent, which is equivalent to an absorption cross sac- ll~z1~
.
~~ for o; formaticn, would randomize the initiallion of 3.4x 10~’ crn , compares favorably to the Oj pho- angular distribution of 0 photofra gro ents prior to theirtodl.ssociatlon cross sectioa~

t of 4.9x 10”~ cat at thu detection. Consequently , this question must be lnvestl..wavelength . In fact, agreement between thes, measure- gated In the future using a beam~t apparatus .seats Is Likely to be much closer when one consider s
the absorption and photodissociation cross sections are VI. BOND ENERGY
rapidly varying functions of wavelength In this region

Since photodlssoctazios Is observed from the lowestand that the NH, solution absorption spectrum Is shifted Level of the 0 excited state , he thresholds of 2. 146 or- 100 ~ to the blue of the gas phase photodiuoclation 2. 163 eV reported here provide only an upper limit tospectrum, 
the dissociation energy D,(O,-O’) ci the O(X ’3,) stat e.

All of these characteristics are consistent with a The actuel dissociation energy could, In principle, be
direct dissociation process, such as that recently pro- obtained from a measurement of the kinetic energy of
posed by Pack, ” occur ring In the upper slectro nic sta te. the 0 pbotofrtgznents and a knowledg. of the Internal
In Pack’ s treatment, he potential surface of the die- ener gy of the corre ~~oedtng 0, pro duct. In be absence
sed ating state is considered bound along its symmetric of these more direct date , D,401..Qi can be reI*tsd to

J. Chum. Phys.. Vol IS. Ne. 6,15 1.04~..bI. 1$7$
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the dissociation energy ci 0, and the electron affi nit ies Identity of he dissociating state Is not expertmentaily
ci 0 and 0, b~ th eqeation : establ ished; however , recent calculations Indicate It is

either the 12A , or l ’A,.0,4O,—01 a L4(0,) .0,(O,— 0)— £110). (4)
The threshold for 0; photodetachment has been men- Evidence is found for the form ition of vtbratlcnejLly
sured” to be 1.99*0. 1 eV . This value represents ~~ excited o In the reaction 0 .20,— 0 ...0,. Rela~mtton
uppe r limit to LL(O,) since the Franck— Condon factors ci the excited Ion in O~ is observ ed with an apparent
for the 0, (X ’A,) —0 4~~’B~ transition are not sufficiently rate coefficient ~ 10~~ cm’ sec 4 .
well known to nasa’s the produc t neutral Is not produced
with internal energy at he photodsmchment thresho ld.
The electron affinity has also been deduced from the Note adde d in proof: S. E. Novick, P . C. Engelklng,
kinetic energy thresholds for o; formation in reactions P. L~. Jonss, J. H. FtztreLl, and W. C. L.ineberger (pri-
ci various species with 0,. The reactants used in these vats communication) have recsntly determined frsqusn-
studies were (lip ~ 1.96 eV; (Cs), u 2.14*0. 15 eV; des  of 982*28 cnu~ for ~i,” and 551*36 cat t for .~~~~

‘.

~r, B . Cr. r, C0~), 
u 2.13 *0.23 eV; and (0H~).” Their value for u~~’ argues for the seLection of set U In

~ 1.8234 eY . Provided the 0, molecule does nat have th is work. However.~ their value for ~ Is substantially
significant internal ener gy at the time of react ion , these different from either pouibiilty rep orted here. This
measurements represent Lower limits to &%(O,), since dIfferenc e Is not presently understood.
the product 0; ion may be formed with intersil energy .
Cocnbsnlng the pbotodetachment and reaction values, the ACKNOWLEDGMENT
electron affinity ci 0, Is dsterm*ned to be 2.06*0.06
eV . This v*Zu Is also consistent with u~~~, ~~~~~~ 

The authors gratefully acknowledge helpful conversa-
by a theoretical calculation2 and crystallographic stiio- time with Dr. David L.. Huestis during this tnvestlga-
tee.4’ tton .

Using he above value lot £A(O,) and the recommend-
ed values for LI(O)4’ and D(O,—0)” of 1.462~’.~~ eV and 

~~ Thomas, Radio Sd . 9, 121 (1974); F. £. NUes end 11. G.1.05*0.02 eV . respectively, the dissociation energy of Heaps , Third Gene ra l Scteadflc Assembly of the Iat sra atioanl
the 0,’1X ‘3,)stat. Is found from Eq. (4) tO be 1.65 of Q omagn.Usm and Aerqaomy: Abstracts of
*0.06 eV. P.p.rs (Seattle. 1977) , p. 55.

~.(. %t. featoc, A. P(pano, and J. J. )Cautman, Inc. S. Quan-
It has been pointed anti5 that ti the above values a-r e turn Chum. 6, 1.81 (1972) .

‘S. M. Sicb.l, Can. S. Chum. 31, 2124 (1973) .all correct within th~tr stated uncertainties, a signif I- 4~) ~~~, Hopp er. W . B. England, P. J. Fortune, B. 3. Rosen-cant discrepancy exists regarding either the dissociation berg, P. Bentoff, G. Des, and A. C. Want, 30th Sympoeiumenergy ci CO;, D(CO,—01, or ci 0;. From reaction on Molecular Structure and Spectroscopy: Abstracts of
rate studies, the difference In the dissociation energies Pa~en (Olgo Stats U . ,  Columbus, Olgo, 1975) , p. 64; A. C.
of CO and 0; was deterusiasi’ to be at least 0.58 IV, Want, W. B. England, B. J. Roeeab.rg, D. 0. Hopper , and
while the pbotodiasoclation ci C0 led4’ to an upper limit P. J. Fortune, “Th,ors~ csl Studies of the Atmospheric Tn-
ci 1.9 sV for he dissociation eumgy of CO;. These atomic Molecules tt~O. N10. ~~~ Cot, 0,, and Their Ions,”
two values place an upp er limit on lbs dissociation en- N540092 LAb Rip ANL’17 3 (A rgome ~‘4sdcca1

Lab, Argonne, IL, 1977).ergy ci 0; ci 1.32 eV. In clear dIsngTe.msnt with the 
‘T ~~~. Dunning sad P. S. Ray, 3lst Symposbrm on Molecularvalue of 1.65 sY obtained above. It is not yet known Structure and $psctroscopy; Abstr%cts of Papers (Ohio Statswhether one of the numbers quoted above is slgnuflcantly U. • columbus, OhIo, 1978). p. 11$~ T. H. Dunnlag (priva te

In error , or several of them ar-s slightly In error In communicanm , 1975).
such a way as to account for the 0.3 eV discrepancy . ‘A. 0. SieL&ohlsn. M. C. ft. Symooa, and 51. 0. Townsend,

3. Chum . Soc. London 1959, 952.
T
j  3. ~~~~~~~~~ Chum. Thys. Lert. 28, 73 (21741.
‘1. 3. Bat.. sad 3. C. Ptgg, 3. Chu m. PIt ys . 52, 4227 (1975) .
‘I. J. Solomon, A, 3. Kicmarek, J. 51. MODocOUgh, and K.VII. SUMMARY Ikttort , 3. Am. Ch.m. Soc. U, 5640 (1950).

The 0; photodestructim cross section has been men- 
ti p A. Giguer s sad K. Herman, Cia. 3. Chu m. U, 3941

(1974) .sured over a wavelength range ci 6400—5080 A. The ton ~~~ ~~~. Jacon and 0. E. ~Ulligm, Chum. Thy.. Lan. 14 , 318

-  

photodtssoclat.s In this region to form 0 .0, with a
cross section that exhibits structure consistent with dli- ‘EM . g. Jaccx and D. H. Mllligsn, 3. Mol. Spsctrcsc. 43, 145
soctation from vibrational levels of an sxcttsd electr onic (1972).

-
~~ 

stat.. Progressions in the symmetric stretch and bend- ‘2R. C. Spiker and I.. Andrews, 3. Chum. Thy.. 59, 191
“ ,‘. m g  modes of the excited stat s are tdentlftsd and tnsnst- (1973).

tions originating from these nodes In he X Z9 statS are “L. Andrewe and ft. C. Spik.r, 3. Chum . Phys. 5$~ 191$(19731.observed . It Is found that the structure in the cross ts r,, Andrew.. .7, Chum. ThyP. 63, 4411 (197S).section can be explained by either ci two sets of vthr a. ts r,,, Q, Mokaight, Thy.. Riv. A 2, 762 (1970) .
tional rsqussctu for these states. The assignments. t?a. si. So gp, 0. j ,  vci., z. a. ~~~~~~ a.
given In TLbI. !, fix the origin of the excited state at 0. W. Martin, and C. W . McDanie l, Phys. Riv . A 3, ~s7eIther 2. 146 or 2. 183 eV above the X ‘B state . The (1971).
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APPENDIX F
JOVi.NAI. at ~0L1CUU1 SIICTIOSCOPY 70, 326—329 (1978)

Th. Dissociation Energy of O.(X5Z,1

The currently-accepted value foe the dissocIation ener~ r of the ground state of distomic oxygen
is D(O,X ’Z.i —41 260 ~ 1$ car’. This is a “but vain.” established .zp.nsssasally by Sax sad
Muzbasg (I) from the coaverpom limits of two absoeptics bead systems: the 3’Z.,~’(V) ~-

—0 ) $thnmsan.ftijags bead. aid the 4’Z,~(.’) X’Z.(v” —0) lierzberg I bands, as shown
in the lower pan (dashed vertical lines) of FIg. 1. The ~~13 car ’ uncer tainty arises from two sources.
First, It red.cts the saugy epriad between the sppums -‘erv,d noopesdissocisting rotational
level and the iesa J~ obisi’sd preilleendatiag o”~tir~’a& Ie~w

5 . .,etween which the dissocistion limit
most IL.. Sec~edly, ~ ~~~~~~~ the inabilIty to ruls out possible potential ‘—“a of a, few car’.
Is this Note, we show that, with the advint of laser pbototragmsat spscuoscopy, the dissociation
ener~~ of oxygen can new be obtained nub at taut comperabis unc,rtsi~ty from a completely inde-
pendent sp.cuoscopic “cycle” and that the ,sulting value is in remarkable agreemeot with Briz
and Berzberg~s value.

The solid vertical lines in Fig. 1 show that D(O5X ’Z.i is part of a cycle that involves the b%
stats of Os” :

I(Oi”b) + T(. • 4, N 9) — D(O X) + R(O”S’i) + W(N 9, ‘Ps). (I)

The two i’~”~an.’~ potentials, Z(01’b) and £(0 ’St) , have been known ~~ several yuan. The
novel feature of the new cycle spociSed by Eq. (1) is that cbs hi,isic s~e si ’s, W(N , ‘Pi), of te, 0~ + 0
fragments h u t  predissociating ~~~~~~~ rotational Levels that Lie above the O~’(’S i) + 0(’P,)
dissociation limits can now be massured to approximately “spscuoscopic” accuracy. Since the p0cm.
c m l  energies of these rotational levels, T(, — 4, N ~ 9), are r~ow also known accurately, cbs .~arpm
W and T can be combined with the p viesusly-knowu ionization potentials in Eq. (1) to deAns a value
fat D (0,X).  Each of this. four mswaremsncs and their uncertainties are discussed below.

£(Os ”b). The ionization potential to the Osi’Ijie -0) stats was determined by Yoskino sad
Tanaka (3) from members of a Rydbcrg sines from the O5X’Z, (e -0) stats convsr$ung on the
Ant Ave vibrational levels of the 0,’b’Z, stat.. The convergence limits of the measured bead heads
were converted to bead-origin limits in the standard way (3) (be d-ongin difference ~ 12 car’) using
~~ rotational conszasts Be” and B, from high-rteolutioo studies of the 01X’~~ (4) and O,12j’ (5)
starse available at the time. The differen ces between the bead-origin limits of the Ave members at
the series agreed typically within *1.3 car’ with the vibrational quanta aQ, , of the b ’Z. state
est~bM~~ d by the high.nusoliauoo study (5) . The value £(0,”b) - 146 336 *2 an ’ quoted by
Yoshino sad Tanaka is cbs band origin of cbs (0,0) band limit. The .&G’,,.. comparisons show that
it has good support from the other four i.e.. members, which were measared less well.

We have ch.rksd this value by ftting Yoehlao and Tanaka’s (0,0) data to the standard Rydbsrg
form using nonlinear least squares. The various test Ats, whIch were done using different portions
of the converging progression, gave limits that were aft well within *2 car’ of the value sb.v~Furthermore, we have verliad that the current-bust B, values (4, 7) yield the same b.sd.to.origin
conversion that was used by Yoshiao and Tanaka. Such a convursion should be a very accurate one

- - in the prseent case since both the upper sad tower states involved in this Rydberg sss4e s at. Z states,
whose suucture therefore closely resembles that of the ‘2 states on which the conversion is b.sed (3) .
All of these checks support Yoehlno sad Tanaka’s *2 car’ estimate of their possible measurement

~ , 
-
, sad (short) extrspoletios errors.
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Fin. 1. Cyclic determinations of the dissociation inert, of ground stats diatomic oxygen. The
energies are expressed in reciprocal centimeters and are not all to scale. The underlined numbers in
parentheses refer to she references.

T(, 4, N - ~) The energy levels of she b’Z, state ate known from a recent aaaly.s (7) of high-
resolution grstlag-epectromster measurements of she wavelengths of the 0i 6’Zj — a’L First
Negative bead system. The C(s)-Dunham coe~dencs of Table DC. Ref . (7) provide the energy
separation between the roatiosuless (N -0) vibrational levels , - 4  and s -0. The energies of the

• rotational levels within she , - 4  level are given by a disgonaliantion of the ~Z Hsmiltoiuiaa con-
taining she , -4  rotational constants from Table IX, Ref. (7) . The sum of these vibrational and
retatiup.uai energies for N -9  yields T(s - 4 ,  N -9) - 4552.1 * 0.3 car’, i.e., the energy sepsin-

s betwuen t h s . - 4 N- 9 a a d , - 0, Y-OL evels .
Lash rotational level of the b’Z, stat. is actually a closely spaced set of font multuplets (7) . For

emmpls. the sepsissios of the extreme mulsAplet Levels is 0.4$ car’ for s -4, N -9. The above
T(, - 4  N -9) veins ~uiii.p~”dI to the median of the quartet componusts, since such smalL split.
tinga are much smaller tha n the limiting measurement error in she presen t study.

The *0.3 car’ uncertainty stated above incorporates three sources of erro r: (a) the statistical
precision (-.0.05 car’, one standard error) predicted from propagation of error suing the variance-
constance matrix (2) aaocla’.d with the A’Z, -staae molecular constants. (b) a very conservative
estimate of how much the predictive properties of the tow.order Dunham model, which was Atted
to data for 0 ~b’2,(,) ~3, could deteriorate in extrapolating one vibrational level sos — 4. and
(c) the above-muadossd multiples spliulap.

W(N -9 , ~P,). The kinetic energy of the 0 +0 fragments from the predissociating Levels , - 4,
N ~ 9 of the 0.’b%- stats is determined (9) with a newly constricted Laser photofragment app.-
rates (10). In brlef, a mass-selected beans of long-lived metastable 0sa’II. ions in a distribution of
vibintional levels pesos. colinsarly with the beam of a tunable dye laser. Th. dye-laser wavelength
can be varied to correspond to selected lines of the (4,4) O ,6 ’Z, — o ff ,  band, thereby pumping
the population of the rotational levels of the e’z,(.  — 4) state (11). The rotational Levels N ~ 9are predli.odat.d (12), producing 0 +0 fragments, the kinetic energies of which increase with

a. 
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increasing rotational quantum number. The photofragmeot O~ ions are energy-analyzed and detected.
A detailed ~ll.~vssl..l% of the photofragnient spectroecopy of the 0i~ quartet states is given in Ref. (9).
Photofragments were observed front the rotational levels N 9, 13, 15. and 17 predleenclidag

in various conthinstinee to the three dissociation limits 0’(’S ,) + O(’Pt, 2P~. *p,) (she 0 state is
not split). Since the energy separations between the N Levels and those between the 0(’?s) multiplsts
are both knows (7, 13), the meaaired ensrpu W(N , ‘P c) can be uniquely matched to she N and
‘P, levels. Thus, the 8rst level above the lowest-energy multiples limit, 0”(’S,) + 0(~P,), can be
unequivocally es’ l’liihed as N — 9  and the kinetic energy measurements ~Isld W(N 9, S~O~)
-9  ± 9 car’. This was the ‘~~~Il—t of the W(N, ‘Ps) values measured, and since the energy resolu-
tion of the apparatus is best near W — 0  (9, 10), this value has the smallest uncertainty. (The (act
that the N — 9 Level lies just slightly shove the dissociation limit wss very f ortu itous for the present

• enterprissi) The other T(. — 4  N), 0(’P,), and W(N . ‘P..) energies, although the Latter an less
accurate, are quits consistent with the above W(N ~~4, ‘Pt) value.

It is worth noting that W(N, ’P,), since it is the inbite-eepsrstion kinetic energy, is insensitive
to the height of a susccemiully-peneusted or surmounted potential maum. Thus. she spectroscopic
cycle in Eq. (1) is not plagued by the uncertainty of such a maEmum, as cycles involving a band-
convergence diaodadan hens sometimes are (14) .

The ±9 car’ uncertainty is the ballwidth it hall-maximum (HWHM) of the photolragment peak
scanned as a function of kinetic energy. The above valu, for W(N -9  ‘Pt) is the average of thirteen
measurements of the kinetic energies of N -9  fragments that had origi”~~d front different i’ll,
(r -4) rotatio nal levels. Th. standard error of th. mean was 0.9 car ’. Since this indicator of pre-
clans I. much smaller than the HWHM quoted above and the absolute accuracy of the energy scale
is even much lees than this, it is clea, that the error given lists is quite conservative. The —9 cur’
side of the uncertainty actually represents a wry f ir.. tower limit. arcs observation of an 0 photo-
fragment signal requires W ~ 0.

R(04”S ’t) . Front atomic spectroscopy, the energy required so ionize the ground-state oxygen atom
0(’Pa) into the ground-state oxygen ice 0 (’S’,) is E(0”S’,) - 109 837.02 ± 0.06 cur’ (13) . a value
that is essentially “exact” on the scale of the present study.

The values gwen above (and summarized in Fig. 1) for the energies in th. cycle defined by Eq. (1)
yield D (0,X) - 41283 ± 10 car ’. (This value can straightforwardly yield, to the same uncertainty.
dlaociation energies for the b ’~j  and i’ll. states.) The individual errors in the cycle given by
Eq. (1) are 9. 2 , 0.3. and 0.06 car’. The above *10 cur ’ uncertain ty of D( 0,X) makes she very
r~~~~~b1e ‘~~ mption that the errore in the kinetic energy and wavelength measurements are largely
independent (2).

- 
- The present value for the dissociation energy, 41 262± 10 car’ , agrees almost exactly with the

value determined by Brix and Herabeeg (1) : 41 260 * IS car’, she difference being considerably
smaller than tither of she uncertainties. FIgure 1 shows thit the cycles used so determine the two
values have a. measurements in common. The various wavelength meesuremmis were even in very
different parts of she spectrum. Such excellent agreement between two independent measurements
of the same quantity using substantially different methods is she stron gest type of “proof” that ox-
perizeent can offer.
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ABSTRACT

A new photofraguent spectrometer employing coaxial tunable single-mode

laser and velocity-tuned fast-ion beams has been used to measure transition

energies in the 02
+ b4tg ‘- a’~fl Firs t Negative system to an accuracy and

precision that are an order of magnitude better than was previously possible

in Doppler-limited emission spectroscopy. The technique consists of velocity-

tuning a beam of metastable 0
2
+ a4fl ions such that a set of First Negative

rotational transitions can be sequentially brought into resonance with the

laser wavelength. The subsequent absorption transitions promote the ions to

predi ssociating levels of the b4t~ state and observation of the 0+

photofragmeuts is the signal tha t denotes that each absorption transition

has occurred . Repetition of the velocity tuning at different dye-laser

frequencies provides a scan of the First Negative spectrum for predissociatiug

upper-state vibrational levels, which are inaccessible to emission spectroscopy .

The 0
+ 

photofragmeut ions have a kinetic energy that depends on the height

4
- of the predissociating rotational level above the separated-atom limit.

The present apparatus incorporates a photofra ginent energy analyzer tha t can often

be used to separately record the wavenumbers of transitions to different

upper-state rotational levels, but whose vavenumbers could not otherwise be

resolved . A set of 359 vavenumbers involving the (4,4), (4,5), (5,5), and

(3 ,3) bands were recorded with an estimated accuracy of 
~ 
0.0032 cm

4 and

1a precision of 0.0028 = , the latter being estimated precis ly with a

statistical technique . These da ta were fitted to 4’t and Hamiltonians
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used in recent etudies of the First Negative emission spectrum to determine

molecular constants for the v~ .4,5 and v” —4 ,5 levels. The former represent

an extension of the b4E 
- 

state to new levels and the latter representg

substantial improvements over the constants that were available from

previous moderate-resolution emission studies . These photofragment

molecular constants were merged with those from the previous emission studies

to yield a new consistent set of molecular constants and Dunham coefficients

for the 0
2 

b4t~ and a4fl states , in the fit to the photofragment bands, it

was found that the Hamiltonians , which were sufficient for the emission data ,

are inadequate to describe these states wi thin the precision of the present

measurements.
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APPEND IX H

OBSER VATION OP PREDISSOCILTED LEVELS OF CH~

*P. C. Cosby , H. Helm and J. T. Zioseley
Molecular Physics Laboratory , SRI Inter flatio na l

Menlo Park , Calif ornia 94025

ABSTRACT

The predissociation of CH~ has been studied by observation of the

appearance of C~ photofragments as a function of excitation wavelength, near 3500 A.

The dissociation energy of the C~ fragments was also measured. Thirty-seven

discrete transitions were observed to lead to dissociation within

350 cm’4 of the dissociation limit. The most reasonable attribution of

these observations is to predissociation of the A
1
U and a3fl states. If

this is correct , then the number of quasi-bound levels which could con-

tribute to the radiative association C
+
(
ZP) + R( 2S) is aaich larger than

previously expected.

~~~~~~~~~ Kade Foundation Fellow at SRI International , 1979-80
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I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the C+(2P) + H( 2S) radiative recombination rate is

crucial to an understanding of the formation of CR
1
, which is a basic

building block in interstellar molecular processes (see , for example ,

Da].garno and Black, 1976) , but direct measurement of this rate is outside

the scope of presen t experimental techniques. Recent calculations by

Uzer and Dalgarno (1979) and Abgrall , Guisti-Suzor, and Roueff (1.976),

show that quasi-bound levels of the A1
11 state near the dissociation limit

exist , which enhance the radiative association rate. However, the increase

calculated by Abgrall et al. using the potentials of Green , Hornstein,

and Bender (1973) is insufficient to remove t’ e discrepancy be tween the

observed and calculated abundances of cii~ in diffuse interstellar clouds.

We presen t here the first experimental observation of near threshold

quasi-bound levels of CH~. The density of levels near the dissociation

limit is found to be substantially greater than predicted. Other

transitions were observed which appear to be between the and

- 
• states , with the b state predissociated by the £ Z state .

2
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II. APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The apparatus , a laser-ion coaxial beams spectrometer has been

described in detail previously, as has its application to spectroscopic

studies of 0
2
+ 

similar to those reported here for CH
+ (see, for example,

Ruber et al. 1977 , Mose ley cc al. 1979 , and Cosby cc al ,  1979). For

this work CH~ was produced by dissociative electron impact ionization of

C
2
H
2 

or cE4, accelerated to a specified energy between 2 and 4 keV ,

selected from other source-produced ions by a magnetic analyzer ,

collimated to 2 mrad and deflected into the laser interaction region.

In this region , a laser beam was made coaxial with the ion beam over a

distance of 50 cm. The Kr and Ar ion lasers used in this work provided

five prism selected wavelengths between 3507 and 3638 1. Transitions

in the ions were velocity-tuned into resonance with the fixed laser

+
frequency by varying the velocity of the CR beam in the interaction region.

By directing the laser beam both parallel and antiparallel. to the ion beam,

a total of ten spectral regions , each approximately 7 to 10 cm
1 in width

were investigated. The C
’
~
’ fragments formed by phocodissociation are

deflected into an energy analyzer, and the energy-selected ions are

detected by an electron multiplier . The appearance of C~ fragments at

a particular wavelength is thus evidence that an absorption leading to

dissociation has taken place ; the energy of the C~ fragments can be used

straightforwardly to determine the energy of the dissociated level above

the appropriate dissociation limit , called the separation energy W.

— 
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Thus, the data obtained are of two types . Wavelength scans are

made for several energy analyzer settings by scanning the ion beam

velocity . Peaks in the observed C+ production can then be examined

(at fixed absorption wavelength) with the energy analyzer to determine

the separation energy W .

Figure 1 shows a typical wavelength scan for W ~ 0 , covering

the range from 28483.7 to 28485.8 cm 1
, obtained using the single mode

output of a krypton ion laser at 28502.745 cxn 1
. The transition energies

were calibrated as described in Cosby at al. (1977), with an uncertainty of less

than 0.01 cm
1
. On this narrow energy range of 2.1 cm ~

, four peaks are

clearly distinguishable. The continuum background in Figure 1, is due

to a direct dissociation , most likely from the state to the

repulsive part of the A
1

, &s calculated by User and Dalgarno (1978). Collisional

dissociation was shown to account for only abou t l~ of the total signal.

The separation energy corresponding to transition s such as those

shown in Figure l can be obtained by fixing the wavelength on one of the

• transitions and scanning the energy analyzer (Huber .t al. 1977) . The W values

• obtained here have a larger uncert ainty than the highly precise values obtained

for 0
2
+ levels by Pernot at al. (1979), because of the necessity to correc t

the measured spectra by subtracting the contribution due to direct dissociation ,

which has a W of abou t 300 cm I For this work the uncertainty for the strong

transition s is ± 25 cm 1 for W values Less than 150 cm
1,

4 
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III. RESULTS

Table I gives the results obtained using the five laser lines near

3500 1, for transitions which produced photofragments with separation

energies less than 350 cm
1 (43 meV). A simi lar number of transitions

were observed leading to separation energies in the range of I to 2 eV.

These transitions are not relevant to the astrophysical problem under

consideration here , and thus will not be discussed in detail. No

transitions were observed leading to separation energies intermediate

to these two regions . A number of transitions were also observed at

visible wavelengths between 4000 and 6500 A. These transitions have

not yet been analyzed and will not be discussed in detail here . Table I

also lists the regions covered around each laser line by ve locity tuning.

Most transition energies were measured to an accuracy of ± 0.2 cm 1;

thcse in the second , sixth and seventh regi~~ that axe given to three

decimal places were measured to ± 0.008 cm
1
, and all those in the third

region were measured to ± 0.024 cm ’. All line widths given are the observed

full-width at half-maxiimim. They have not been corrected for apparatus-

induced broadening , which is necessary before lifetimes can be determined

(Mose].ey at al.(1979)).

Several observations can be made with reference to Table I. In the

region studied, the transitions lie very close together , with an average

spacing of less than 0.5  cm in parts of the spectrum . The energy of

the upper level with respect to the dissociation limit is very low.

Out of 22 transitions f or which W was determined , 14 have separa tion

5
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energies less than 100 cm ’. Finally, the widths of the observed peaks

vary substantially , from 200 to 1560 NHz, indicating a substantial

variation in the lifetime s of the predissociated levels.
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IV. DISCUSSION

Th. major question to be answered is that of the origin of the

quasi-bound levels. A number of possible processes can be discussed

with reference to the potential curves of Figure 2. Although quasi-bound

levels have been predicted in the A1
~I state near the C

+
(
2P) + H(2S)

dissociation limit, the preiicted levels cannot account, even qualitatively,

for’ the large number of observed transitions. We thus examined other

possible explanations f or the observations . Each of the. possibilities

considered will be discussed in turn.

Any splitting of the K or A states would have to be in the range of

0.3 to 1 cm
1 

in order to assist in explaining the large number of observed

transitions . If any such splitting existed for the lover vibrational levels

of the X or A states , it would have been observed in the emission spectra

obtained by Douglas and Herzberg (1942) and Douglas and Morton (1969). We

cannot propose any mecI~aw E sm to split the K state levels by this amount.

Nuclear hyperfine interaction, for euinp le, would lead to splittings of

_4 -l
less than 10 cm for either of these singlet states.

The metastable state may be appreciably populated in our experiment.

The observation of C~ photofragments with W in the range of 1 to 2 eV is

most easily explained by transitions between the j~rx and ..k3t”state , followed

by predissociation of the k state by £
3
E~
’, as predicted by Lorquet at al (1971).

+
Dissociation of m tastable CR by this m.t~hiin{sm has been previously invoked

by Newton and Sciamanna (1972) to explain C~ fragments from ci~ formed

by electron impact on a number of molecules. However, given the

7
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potentials of figure 2, it is difficult to propose an •

effec tive mechanism for the production of near threshold C~ photofragments

from any of the triplet states . Conceivably, k state levels excited by the

laser could radiativsly decay into quasi-bound levels of the j state just

above the threshold , which could dissociate . However, Franck-Condon

factors for such transitions would be extremely poor.

Processes in which a higher lying metastab le stats is the origin

for the transitions also seem unlikely to be responsible for the observ ed

transitions . Above the 
~~~, 

stats, and below 10 eV, only the lowest and

states are possibly long-lived enough to reach the laser interaction

region. However, both of these st5tes are expected by L orquet st al. (1971)

to be predissociated, the by six different curve crossings. Further,

I~. 
5
z stats that they predict would have to be lowered by over 2 eV to

make it possible to yield near threshold C~ photofragmsnts . Finally , for

neither the nor the are appropriate upper states predicted to which

3500 A transitions to pred issociated levels would be sxpscted.

The possibility of two—photon processes was considered. Using the

calculated potentials of Lorquet St *1. (1.971) and of Kirby , Saxon and Liu

• ( 1.979), we could find no possible two-photon processes using 3500 1

radiation that would lead to near-threshold C i’. If one of the triplet

potential curves f rom the C
+
(
4P) + H( 2S) limit is bound, then a two-photon

process near 3500 A might be possible , but a similar process would not be

possible in the visible.

8
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Collisional dissociation of ~fl+ excited by the laser to bound l evels

near the dissociation limi t could- yield apparen t pred issociations . Severa l

peaks were explicitly checked for this possibility by increasing the pressure

in the inter action region by over two orders of magnitude . No increase in

the peak height was observed , demonstrating that collisional dissociation

is not responsible for these peaks . Further, the line width for a peak

caused by collisional dissociation would be apparatus-limited , since the

appropriate lifetime is that of the excited bound level. Thus, only the

peaks with linewidths of about 200 Z~~z could possibly be due to this

mechanism. Collisional dissociation of laser-excited bound levels

might be responsible for a few of the observe d peaks , and thus this

mechanism will, be further investigated. However, the majority of

-~ 
- 

the peaks observed here (and perhap s all of them ) ~~st be due to a true

predissociation.

Since none of the possible explanations listed above appear attractive ,

we reconsidered the predicted mechanism of quasi-bound levels of the

state. In fact , as can be seen from Figure 3, which was obtained from

the calculations of B*~~t et *1. (1975), pr.dissociation of rotationally

quasi-bound levels of the A1T! state is not the only possible predissociation

mechanism. Figure 3 illustrates that the C+(2P) + H( 2S) limit is split by

64 cm”
~’ due to the spin-orbit interaction in C~

’
(
2
P). The stats, which

~ -
~~~~~ correlates to the upper limit, 2P1, is spin-orbi t coupled to the state ,

i~~ which correlates to the lower limit , 
2
P~ . Thus, bound levels of ~~~~~~~ which

lie above the 2P~ limit could be prsdissociated by to this limit.

9
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Further , for levels close to the dissociation Limits, the coupling

will be intermediate to Hunda cases (a) and (c) , and thus optical transitions

Will become allowed from the ground state to the 3f l +  and 
~TI~ states,

as well as to the ‘fl 1 state. Each of these states may have rotationally

quasi-bound levels, with the 
l~~ and 3n +  dissociating to the 

2
P~, limit,

and the 3fl to 2P limit. In addition , bound levels of the State can

be predissociated by rotational coupling to the 
~

Ti
~ 

state.

The possibilities discussed above , which have apparently not been

previously considered in the predissociation of CH~ , could certainly

increase the number of transitions from the 1’T7 ground state to predissociated

levels, and might explain the high density of peaks that we obeerve . The

pre dissociation of bound levels of ~
‘fl 1 

and - 3r 1 +  to the 2P
4 

limit could

explain the preponderanc. of peaks which correspond to separation energies

of less than 100 cm t , since the density of l~~
, and 3n +  levels is likely

to be high just above the 2P~ dissociation limit.

Clearly , a substan tial amount of work remains to be done on these

transitions . Most crucial is to definitively identify the pred issociated

levels and to assign the transitions involved. Double-resonance experiments

are currently being set up which should allow such assignments . In order

to assess the importance of these levels in the C’
~
’ + H radiative association ,

the levels must be identified and their lifetimes and transition strengths

to the ground stat. determined. The high density of quasi -bound levels

: ~~~. near th . dissocia tion limit indicated by the results presented here could

10
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- lead to an increase in the expected radiative association rate, as well

as to an improved understanding of the long-range interaction s of two

atoms approaching to form a molecule and of the near-threshold dissociation

processes of simple molecules.
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(leg ion coveted: 28323.1 to 21318.6 cm 1 (legion covered: 28457.3 to 28447.6 cm 1)
—

~~ 28068.8 to 28064.3

28522.53 ~ 0 28453.01 50 300
28321.97 b 23454.54 730
28521.64 28454.17 223 730
28521.44 28433.86 750
23520.80 40c 28433 14
28320.23 28453.43
28319.83 28631.34 140
28319.43 28450.80 30

1 
28448.22 80

(Region covered: 28493.9 to 28480.3 cm ) 28447.87 60

28488.499 (Region cowered: 28432.5 to 28422.9
28487.925
25487.222 110 430 28431.13 - 100 750
28486.888 520
21485.383 50 430 

- (legion co,eve4: 28036.1. to 28023.8 cm 1)
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- 23485.1.53 65 530
28484.391 70 370 28036.463 320 610
28484.344 34 1300 28033.47 < 230 750
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(1s$jon covered: 28461.9 to 28461.7 cm ) 28032.810 < 160 730

28466.37 (l.gion covered : 27501.2 to 27494.1
25464.56
28463.977 95 230 27498.921 74 1.560
21463.897 28 200
28463.184 21 200 (8.giosa covered vtth cc oburved transitions:

• 28068.4 to 28064.0 m 1 s.d 27465.5 to
27459.9 cm.5

a. leth 3307 1 d 3564 1 lass of Sr ion laser were preaont in cbs Lnt.rsction

- - - 
region. Tr aitioe esergiss c.lonl.t.d sam~~ ng 3307 1 lin, vu respon sible

for .11 dissociation..

b. If so veins for V is given, it nsa not anplicitly d.tsr~ .sad bet La lass

than 350

—1.e. The cmcertaLety in V La ± 25 cm nbsr.ver a precise velue La stated.

4. ~~~s transition .nsr~ any be 11. r by about 25 cm 1.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Spectrum of near threshold C~ photofragmsnts versus absorption

energy obtained by using the single mode output of a krypt on ion laser at

28502 . 745 cm 1. The absorpt ion energy scale is given by the Doppler shift

away from the laser wavenumber.

Figure 2. Lower potential culves of CH
+
, following the calculations of

Green, et al. (1972) , Lorquet et al. (1971) and Kirby at al. (1979).

Figure 3. The region of the CR~ po tential curves near the C+(
2
P~~

3
) + E(2S)

dissociation limits , following the calculations of Beset at al. (1975) .
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